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EDITORIAL

I

I

The next Journal will be produced by a new Editor, the present Editor
having scribbled intermittently for the last 10 years to produce a total of
six Journals. (Never mind the maths, it is right). Laboured mightily and
produced a series of mice maybe. It has certainly been fun, and the
Association should indeed be grateful to all those contributors of words
and photographs who have helped to fill in the bits between the covers
each time; especially those stalwarts who have been regular contributors
(usually friends who have responded to the personal approach, i.e. requests
followed by threats). Of those who have sent the Editor more than one
article in the 10 years, two people each sent six, five, four and three
articles, and 10 members sent two. 17 people sent one article each.
I am sure the regulars will help out the new Editor in his search for
copy, as too will those newer members who have started to contribute only
recently. When one considers that the Journal seldom has tales to tell of
great and important deeds in the context of mountaineering progress, the
number of articles often seems large in relation to the size and activity of
the club; articles largely intended for the M A M ' s own consumption,
but really quite surprising in their scope. A breakdown of the last six
Journals shows that members activities and thoughts as related therein
have produced articles as follows:
13 articles on Scotland, 11 on the Alps, 10 on North America, 9 on the
rest of Europe, 6 each on Wales and Africa, 5 each on England and the
Himalayas, 3 on South America and 8 on other subjects (humour,
comment, etc.) Of the total, only 2 were related to skiing.
So there are some thoughts for the new Editor; seek out the 400 or so
members who have been quiet over the last 10 years and find out if they
have been to those places under represented or not represented at all, e.g.
Ireland, New Zealand or the Andes.
And what of the mountains themselves over the last 10 years? We are
probably in a position to comment only on our own hills, but it must be
said that the increasing crowding of the Alpine centres and the relative
cheapening of airfares has made thoughts of climbing away from the Alps
ever more attractive.
At home numbers have been increasing too, and the sheer weight of
all those feet is now posing serious erosion problems, e.g. on Snowdon and
in Cwm Idwal and in Langdale. I rather feel that mountain users have
become more litter conscious; now we all (I hope) carefully bring home
every toffee paper. The crag clean-up of a couple of years ago and the
adopt-a-crag scheme showed how messy we had been; despite the still
unsatisfactory numbers of drinks cans, old socks and polythene bags, I
think our hills are relatively clean in relationship to the numbers of people
per square mile, and by comparison withmanyparts of the mountain world.
Would that the commercial users of the hills were always so good
derelict bulldozers in the Cairngorms, fertilizer bags on the lower slopes,
three
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thoughtless works by the public utilities all these are litter and pollution
at least in the future these latter bodies may be more responsible.
The threats to our National Parks are still there; the Parks are still being
nibbled away and may yet be increasingly so by the water men, the
electricity men, the mining men, the nuclear waste men, etc. It may be that
at times certain works have to be accepted for the greater good; but we
must be eternally watchful.
As a last thought, the two greatest problems for the 1980s will probably
be the joint ones of legal liability and access; and to ride a personal hobbyhorse on this topic why does the Army persist in banning access to what
may turn out to be the finest seacliff climbing in the country and at the same
time persist in sending their depressed-looking squaddies staggering over
all the hills ? One quiet weekday evening recently I went for a gentle stroll
up Ben Lomond. They were even there!

four
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THE SELKIRKS AND THE ROCKIES 1978
Bob Robinson

A few years ago I posed the rhetorical question in the Journal "is there
anywhere else to climb?" I asked this because, for all their advantages, the
shags of the Alps had begun to make me ask if what they offered still met
my modest ambitions. The question can never be properly answered but I
do recognise that there are many other mountain areas that seem now to
give me more satisfaction.
The Selkirk's and the Rockies, enormous areas though they may be,
attracted a small MAM party in 1978, all of us looking for a change of the
mountain scene.
Our Hon. Editor, being a member of the party, believes our modest
achievements should be recorded so Stuart and I tossed a coin to decide on
who should make the attempt. I lost.
For the sake of shall I say, modesty, and to minimise both repetitious
and even contentious matters I took the precaution of looking through
some past Journals (fascinating reading, apart from a certain dismay on
seeing familiar articles) to check just how many pieces on North America
had appeared in recent years. There have not been so many, or it seems to
me, that one more could not be squeezed in. However, I now find myself
searching for new words and phrases to try and describe "yet another"
holiday in the Canadian mountains.
At the beginning, scarcely hidden enthusiasm for previous climbing
holidays in Canada and a little evangelising persuaded eight MAM
members to make up the party. Dave Roberts, Richard Sideman, Roger
Wallis and I had been before and we were joined by Baf Jones, Stuart
Hutchinson, Mike Grain and Steve Padfield who had also cunningly (and
fortuitously for the rest of us) arranged a family holiday in Calgary at the
same time.
We thought that in about three weeks we might be able to visit three
or four areas including the Selkirks north and south of the Rogers Pass,
Mt. Lyell, Mt. Columbia, Mt. Edith Cavell and perhaps also Assiniboine
' and the Bugaboos. Roger gave us a variety of plans, some, on reflection
afterwards, being based on the supposition that we were built like Sherpas
or yaks.
Roger kindly met us in Calgary and then did his sheepdog act, herding
us into his van (a modest 7-litre job) prior to a conducted tour of a local
supermarket where we stocked up for a week. This was no more than a
precaution because, though there are shops nearer to the Rogers Pass
where we intended to begin, none of us wanted to risk losing a day in the
mountains. We were otherwise well equipped as Roger had provided a
multi-ring gas cooker and an "8-place setting" of everything else, whilst
Richard had brought a case of the best Californian wine from San
Francisco.
five
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Steve's relatives in Calgary most kindly provided us with supper and a
place to sleep so that next morning we were able to leave early for the
Rogers Pass. This pass has a famous place in Canadian history as it was
the key to the route through the Rockies for the trans-Canadian Railway,
without which British Columbia might have left the Commonwealth. Once
opened up, the pass itself became a centre of early exploration. The railway
company sponsored the building of hotels at nearby Lake Louise and
Lake O'Hara, though there was little else there for many years.
In mountaineering terms Rogers Pass is in the centre of a region of
some of the best granite in the Rockies. It also has the special advantage
that near the top of the pass the road goes very close to the A. O. Wheeler
hut; in fact, a short drive along a dirt-track brings one to the front door, so
it is an ideal place to begin a climbing holiday.
In perfect weather next day we made an early start on our first training
circuit. We called this Wallis' opening treat. It began with a gentle ascent
to the 8,000 feet level and continued as a traverse along the Asulkan Ridge
over the four peaks Abbott, Afton, Rampart and Dome, all with tops of
about 9,000 feet. Our target was to reach the Sapphire Col hut which is
perched on the col between Dome and the next peak with the familiar
name of Castor. Apart from the initial climb through beautiful forests and
lakes, the terrain was simply well Canadian Alpine. Rock ridges
gave way to snow, ice and glacier and eventually, after 10 or 11 hours on
the move, to a steep snow couloir at the top of which we found the hut.
On arrival there was a certain amount of lying around gasping and general
exhaustion, relieved by food and drink.
The hut itself is a simple 10ft. x 10ft. wooden box with an arched roof.
It has two shelves for communal sleeping, but with almost too much
intimacy with 8 people in occupation. The Park service provide gas cookers
and a minimum of pots and pans, all without charge. Very few people seem
to use the hut. On the other hand, even in this remote place there was a
more or less permanent resident, namely Rudolph the pack rat whose
exploits were fully recorded in the hut log-book. Pack rats do just that;
they steal your belongings and stuff them into large holes. They are
reputed to have stolen even boots, but Canadian rye whisky is potent stuff.
The situation of the hut almost beggars, description as it sits in splendid
isolation high on the ridge with uninterrupted views in all directions. We
had immense pleasure from just sitting around in the evening sun, realising
only with difficulty that two days before we had been in London. .
Next day five energetic members decided to attempt Mt. Swanzey
despite the threat of abominable snow conditions and a route which involved a double ascent and descent of a long and steep snow slope. The
others enjoyed an extended recovery from the rigours of the training day,
eating, drinking and a making a gentle local exploration which had its own
special pleasures because of the wonderful situation of the hut in a perfect
high Alpine setting.
seven
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Our training trip was only half finished as we had still to get back to the
Wheeler Hut, so after another early start in brilliant early morning sunshine we continued southwards along the remainder of the Asulkan Ridge.
Here we turned north to follow the Asulkan Valley trail back to the Rogers
Pass, nearly losing Dave en route when he fell into a crevasse on a harmlesslooking stretch of glacier. His rucksack saved him from a deep exploration
of the depths of the glacier and held him in place till some of us heaved
him clear.
The point about this first three-day trip was that we had the opportunity
to view a number of major mountain groups from an isolated ridge which
splits the northern Selkirks. Wherever we looked there were major peaks,
the ground to the east being dominated by Mt. Sir Donald, where we
planned to go next and to the south by the Dawson and Bishop groups,
whilst as soon as we turned north to head for the Rogers Pass we had the
Hermitage group as the backdrop for the afternoon descent.
The gentle masochism of the trip was soon transformed by the
sybaritic pleasures of the warm waters of Canyon Hot Springs. An hour
in the water (and in the evening sunshine) at a steady 95 degrees or so
soothed away some of the aches and pains and readied us for the gourmet
delights of The Northlander motel restaurant, the only other building at
Rogers Pass.
Perhaps at this point I might say why we were in the Rockies again
and not in the Alps. The main reason is that the Rockies are largely free of
the "people problem". The Alps have the routes, the restaurants, the cafes,
the general ambiance which all give much pleasure, but they also have overcrowded huts and routes. The wilderness atmosphere of the Rockies more
than compensates for any lack of the other attractions. At the same time
the means to satisfy ones needs are close at hand, including the provisioning
of any climbing expedition. It is not so far either; in hours, Calgary is as
close as Zermatt. I think that perhaps we would all like to go to the
Himalaya or the Andes, but these are likely to make demands on time and
resources more than can conveniently be afforded. The Himalaya now
seems to have a people problem, which is rather sad.
To return to our climbing plans, a pleasant night in the Wheeler Hut
encouraged us to make an early start for Mt. Sir Donald and its sister peak,
Uto, both superb Alpine granite peaks. The first aim was to reach the col
between the two, this being the usual place for the bivouac which is unavoidable if a party intends to attempt several routes. Sir Donald is a most
imposing and spectacular peak by any standard because of its height and
elegant profile, looking very much like a giant, steep-sided pyramid. The
ridges and faces offer a variety of routes at all grades, but we intended only
to try the old classic route up the N.W. ridge.
The route to the bivouac is largely a forest trail which eventually leads
to a long, tiring moraine crest, which reminded me of the slog up to the
Rolhorn hut. There is one other hazard en route, the crossing of the Vaux
torrent. This is a bit of a Tarzan or circus act as it demands swinging along
nine
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a rope handrail, strung rather casually and loosely across the lip of a waterfall whilst dancing on stepping stones, the drop below the fall being
potential slightly fatal. The daytime crossing was amusing but the same
act in the dark with the torrent in full spate with the days melt water
flooding the channel was quite exciting.
We reached the bivouac on the N.W. flank of Sir Donald at about
lunch time. Generations of climbers have hacked out small platforms and
walled up the sides. We occupied three of them. Richard had slyly brought
along a tent flysheet for himself and Stuart but their privacy was endangered when a thunderstorm passed through in the late afternoon.
We arrived early enough to traverse the lesser peak, Uto, just north of
the col, ascending by the S.W. ridge which takes about 2 hours and
completing the descent by the W. ridge. The S.W. ridge is a more or less
continuous rock climb varying in difficulty from moderate to very
difficult.
The evening had its own special charm, simply because in this remote
place with, as far as we knew, no other people for miles, we could sit and
linger over our supper and drinks watching the sun sink slowly behind the
Asulkan ridge.
We started early for Sir Donald in the morning and to our surprise on
reaching the foot of the ridge found two or three more climbers. They had
been ahead of us and chosen higher bivouac sites. The place felt quite
crowded. The route follows the ridge as closely as possible, occasionally
diverting on to the West face. It is justifiably considered to be one of the
classic routes of the Rockies. It has a IV grading and has many pitches of
this standard. We managed to complete it in guidebook time 4 hours up
and 5 hours down, the route-finding in descent being a bit tricky in places.
At the bivouac we had a quick supper and hurried back to the Wheeler
hut, most of the descent being in the dark, including the crossing of the
Vaux torrent.
The temptations of hedonism persuaded us next day to visit Revelstoke
where the temperature seemed to be about 100. However our luck was in
as the local sports goods store sold us its entire stock of freeze-dried food
at 25% discount.
We visited the Canyon Hot Springs on the way back to the Wheeler
hut and in an atmosphere which seemed slightly unrealistic as we lay in the
steaming water decided to move to the main chain of the Rockies. We
discussed Athabasca (again), Cavell, Lyell and Columbia of which the last
two were three-day trips with heavy loads and in the case of Columbia
would call for a bivouac on the glacier after a 12-hour walk across the icefield.
On arrival at the campsite at the foot of the Columbia icefield, five of
the party opted to traverse Athabasca. They chose a once classic but now
seemingly almost suicidal route via the N. face, N.E. ridge, the summit
ridge and the conventional route down the N.W. glacier. On being met in
the evening the entire party seemsd to be in a state of euphoria, which I
tea
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suspect, was an expression of relief at survival. Inevitably the guidebook
proved to be out of date.
The roles were reversed next day, which began by delivering Roger to
the bus station in Jasper. He had to make a flying visit to Toronto. The
support party then drove Stuart, Richard and me to the road-head near to
Mount Edith Cavell and at about 8.00 a.m. and rather later than we had
hoped, we set off up the moraine. There was certain levity about this. Dave
has his own account elsewhere, but as far as we were concerned, we seemed
to have the time, assuming that our reading of the guidebook had been
correct. Having been on the mountain in 1974 we concluded that the time
of 8 hours was the total for the round trip to and from the north col. By
1.00p.m. we had the summit in view but were slightly concerned that it
seemed so far away. The weather was too good to think of turning back so,
hoping the support party would understand, we pressed on. The summit,
was indeed a long way. We reached it at about 5.00 p.m., that is in guidebook time. It had been too attractive to spurn an opportunity that might
not corrle again. We paid the penalty, of course. We reached the North col
as it became totally dark and were then faced with the descent of the infamous snow-bowl which is so steep that with indifferent snow conditions
even the ascent had its problems. We went very slowly indeed till the angle
eased a bit. The day ended with a couple of hours of stumbling down
trackless moraine in the dark until we reached the road-head where the
others .were lying huddled in a frozen heap inside the van. This trip on
Cavell has one special memory for me and Richard. On the descent we
reached our rucsacs at about 7.00 p.m. We could see the road-head. We
could also see we were in for a night out as we still had at least another 6
hours before us. Stuart slowly lit his pipe as Richard and I hurriedly
repacked our sacs. With the sun very low Stuart said quite slowly "It's a
lovely afternoon, why are we hurrying?" He could have been on Tryfan
with Glan Dena only 40 minutes away.
The support party forgave us and next day, after flirting with ideas
about Lyeli and Columbia, decided they would also try Cavjell. Learning
from our experience they bivouaced at the North col and completed the
round trip in style. Richard, Stuart and I, after exploring Desolation
Valley which is one of the approach routes to Mt Lyell, met them at the
road-head and we headed for Jasper to celebrate. We were not the only
revellers. While we were away the local comedian, namely a large bear,
decided to make merry with our food supplies. In the process he destroyed
a heavyweight ice-box as if it were paper. The cheeky creature returned at
7.00 a.m. for breakfast aqd again at 11.00 for morning coffee, but We beat
him off with cameras and flash bulbs. He is apparently notorious, but if he
continues to frighten the tourists the Park Service warden is likely to send
him on a long trip to the backwoods or even to join his forefathers with
the Great Bear in the sky.
From Jasper we went to Banff to plan a trip to Assiniboine, This calls
for pack horses which have to walk about 30 miles. Climbers usually
shorten the walk in by driving up a side valley and walking over a col to'
eleven
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join the pack train. All was arranged but the weather broke so we were
compelled to change plans.
Roger had now come back from Toronto and joined us in our tentative
exploration of the Valley of the Ten Peaks and Consolation Valley. Two
more days of bad weather persuaded us to head west over the Vermillion
Pass to Radium Hot Springs (more therapy) and the Bugaboos. The
weather was superb for the drive along the logging road, now once again
in good condition. Enthusiasm rose again as we trekked up to the new hut
at Boulder Camp, even amongst those who may have felt a bit reluctant to
visit a mere rock-climbing area, because, of course, the situation is so
attractive and beautiful. For others hoping to go, the new hut offers
accommodation subject to time limits. I think that at present, for conservation reasons, visitors cannot stay for more than 7 to 10 days
continuously and not more than for 2 weeks in a season. The rules are
relaxed according to the pressure, but it would be worthwhile checking in
advance with the Park Service in the main valley, say in Spillimacheen.
Astonishingly, by European standards, the hut was almost deserted.
Sadly the weather broke and we had to limit our climbing to ascents of
the two minor peaks, Eastpost Spire and Crescent Spire.
We walked out again in good weather but time was running out and we
ended our trip with more hot spring therapy and a celebration supper
before our farewells to Roger in Banff.
Dare I again end an article ofrthe Rockies with the suggestion that if
the pleasures of the European mountains have begin to fade then you
might find what you are looking for in Canada.

ALPINE APPROACHES
Rick Alien

The 1978 Easter meet at Fort William was notable for the unusually
persistent bad weather. As a relative local with only the Monday off I
dropped in at Loch Linnhe to renew old acquaintances and quite by chance
I met the Bergfuhrer.
I had heard through the grapevine that the Bergfuhrer was a bit of a
'boat-pusher' and he had somehow got the impression that I was a
'heid-banger' of the grand order. It turned out that we both wanted to
climb remote, mixed Alpine faces and a scheme was hatched.
In June 1979 the Bergfuhrer and I set off for the Bernese Oberland
without having ever been on the hill together. The theory was that the
weather is better early in the season and that there should be more snow
and ice on the faces. We campedin the beautiful Lotschental and walked up
to the Bietschorn hut tost art acclimatisation. An excursion to the
Bietschjoch confirmed our observations, the snow lay round about, deep
and not very crisp and even.
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By the following day the Grimsel Pass was free of snow and we made
our way up to the Grimsel Hospice. The sun had stripped the fresh snow
away rapidly and the heat was quite enervating. A good path led along
the Northern shore of the Grimsalsee on to the Unteraargletscher. We
passed under the Lauteraar hut on a prominent rocky spur, intent on
reaching the Aar Bivouac. Herr Bergfuhrer, who does not enjoy ready
access to innumerable boggy Scottish hills, began to flag but eventually
we sighted the new hut, tucked under an overhanging rock to prevent it
disappearing in an avalanche like its predecessor. Thanking God and the
SAC alternately we unbolted the stable door and stumbled in, 8 hours
after leaving the Grimsel Hospice. The pinewood interior was beautifully
equipped and we gradually revived under the influence of brews and a
hot meal.
Our goal was the North face of the Studerhorn, an Eastern outlier of
the Finsteraarhorn but we were in no mood for an early start. I woke my
companion at 4.30 and after a prolonged discussion relating to the warmth
of the night, the poor state of the approach, the descent, the face and the
weather we set off. The Bergfuhrer had finished his last packet of cigarrettes the night before so a prolonged siege was out of the question. The
classic North Face route appeared to be menaced by growing seracs near
the summit which would have made the normal exit extremely problematical. We opted for a line to the left of the summit, first climbed in 1971
by Bachli. We crossed the Bergshrund^ at 7 a.m. and moved together,
anxious about the upper slopes which had already been sunlit for 3 hours.
The weight of food which Herr Bergfuhrer had been carrying the
previous day had been the cause of much ire and discord but this lime he
had started out properly; I was carrying it all. On through an icy defile
between rock bands we alternated out in front but kept moving. Higher
up we paused occasionally on an icy foothold to catch breath and take
some photographs. At 10 a.m. I pulled out onto the East Ridge and was
joined by the Bergfuhrer; we grinned; not a bad time by any account.
The descent down the South-East ridge onto the Studerfim was
another story, the snow was like porridge, I tripped over my crampon
straps and a long detour was necessary to avoid a double bergschrund.
We waded down into the soggy basin under an overcast, oppressively hot
midday sky. The fag famine was really beginning to tell on my companion,
tugs on the rope became peremptory. Fortunately we reached the
Oberaarjoch hut before the weather broke and even sufferers from
nicotine withdrawal prefer warm huts to snowstorms.
The descent down the Oberaargletscher was very pleasant the following morning; we met a few late season skiers making their way up onto
the glacier and achieved a coup by negotiating a lift on the construction
site cablecar at the Oberaarsee Dam right down to the Grimsel Hospice.
After such an auspicious start to our Alpine trip the Bergfuhrer and I
climbed nothing else. We backed off the Nesthorn Nordwand in the face of
a flurry of falling stones and then moved around to Grindelwald. From
thirteen
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there we embarked on a couple of abortive trips but the weather had set
in badly and we headed for France, substituting tourisme for Alpinisme.
Our Oberland adventure was worthwhile if only for our travels into
some of the remoter corners. The ascent of the Studerhorn North Face by
Roger Cooper and myself must have been an early British repeat, perhaps
the first by the Bachli route. The real measure of our holiday was that two
individuals who hardly knew one another shared three amicable weeks and
a few adventures. Our Alpine approaches may not be the same but the
Bergfuhrer and I will certainly be roping up again.

WE'RE JUST HAVING FUN
JohnHarwood

Some time ago I remember discussing with a friend the changing aspects of
climbing as one grows older. Apart from the obvious conflicting pulls of
family responsibilities, work commitments etc., there is less urgency about
continually striving to do hard climbs. Even if these factors remain unimportant, the wealth of experience accumulated over the years means (or
ought to!) that one's climbing is more in control than before and, in consequence, is bound to be less exciting. This is, surely, not a bad thing and
there can be few people who really bemoan the passing of the ''death lead',
'chop route' and so forth. One is certainly able to appreciate many other
features of rock climbing as a result. However, once in a while, in spite of all
this experience, unforseen factors can manifest themselves. When this
happens, climbing may revert back to the youthful struggle it once was and
one can (to use an outmoded word) once more experience an adventure.
The trip began innocuously enough. The first day had been windy and
wet but we had found a steep zawn which was relatively sheltered. After
abseiling in to try an obvious thin crack-line, Pat had failed on the wet
rock and, since the tide was rapidly coming in, we had been forced to
escape up another weakness. Fortunately this was only H.V.S. so the wet
rock didn't stop us and we were able to make the pub in good time.
Day 2 dawned a bit sunnier than its predecessor; Pat was intent on the
West Face of Stackpole Head so we parked at the Quay and took the
familiar walk past Barafundle to the cliff. Now Stackpole is one of those
crags which fits into the same category asCidwmandHydd-Drem... it was
overhanging for its entire J-mile length. Moreover, access was fraught with
commitment since it was only possible about half an hour each side of low
tide and then only when the sea was reasonably calm. These factors
explained why I had yet to set foot on the cliff!
However, it all looked fairly peaceful as we sorted gear by the descent
and even the boulder-hop between waves failed to 'damp' my enthusiasm.
We passed a series of unclimbed (then) lines and speculated on their
relative merits before homing in on the driest piece of rock about; a white
fourteen
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Aiutrea, at Wyndcliffe

John Harwood
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impending wall next to Heavens Door. Since Pat had put up the latter (a
pleasant route according to him "only E3, 5c and good rock too") it
seemed that we wouldn't be in entirely unknown territory. A good ledge
30 ft. up was the obvious base for further activities but gaining it was not
as easy as it should have been. A black, slimy corner led the way, covered
in algae and lichen, and having the frictional properties of greasy teflon. I
found the best technique involved elbows, knees and shoulders and, by the
time the ledge was gained, I was already feeling tired. Just as I arrived so
did a storm and the hail sheeted down. However, because of the overhangs
above the elements did their worst a good fifteen feet away and the rock
above us stayed dry. Pat was ready to abseil off since the sea was getting up
a bit and we would soon be cut off, but, in a moment of enthusiasm, I
waxed lyrical about a directissima on dry rock. No sooner said than he was
off and I was regretting my haste. He considered going right but, for shame
of it, that was but a deviation. So back and addressing himself to the direct
he commited himself and with a series of grunts and 'watch the rope'
succeeded in gaining, after 20 feet, a good hand-jam in a crack. I thought it
a bit ominous when he offered to hang a long sling off a nut for me but
accepted gratefully. Then he went on. It seemed a routine hard lead for
him the odd loose block or hand-hold thrown down, occasional
glimpses of dynamic footsoles and eventually with the majority of the rope
gone, presumably, the top.
~ Now I should at this juncture perhaps point out to those readers who
have not climbed much on sea cliffs that communication is often a major
problem. So it was here, for with the wind getting up and the tide advancing
neither of us could hear what the other had to say. Still, after a suitable
pause the slack was taken in and I began to climb. It was pretty clear to me
that there was some very hard climbing up there and that if Pat had found
it desperate I had little more than a sporting chance of getting up. Moreover, because the sea was in, the cliff was overhanging and communication
was non-existent then it was probably not a very good idea to fall off. So,
in my crafty way I reasoned with myself at the overhang that I really ought
to take a very careful look at the next few moves. Thus it was that I leaned
out on Pat's next runner to ponder the problem and so it was that two
seconds later I was fifteen feet lower down when the runner came out! It
was a nice, warm sunny day as I gyrated slowly on the rope well away from
the rock. But of course an experienced big-wall Yosemite man like myself
had no problems in such a situation it was simply a matter of prusiking
up to the next runner thirty feet above my head. Unaccountably there were
one or two problems though. In the first place I didn't have a proper
harness on and so my diaphragm was being slowly constricted. Secondly
I hadn't any suitable slings with which to prusik and hadn't yet learnt how
to use a karabiner to help things. Accordingly, after about a quarter of an
hour I had prusiked 6 feet, was very tired and some of the rope had been
let out from above to cancel my pitiful progress. Things were getting hectic.
I couldn't be lowered off and I couldn't make progress above. The only
good point was that I could have complete faith in Pat up above. My only
sixteen
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alternative was to get back onto the rock, and pretty quickly too, before I
was completely spent. Eventually, after much swinging and grabbing I
managed to regain the belay ledge and have a good rest.
The problem of getting up the climb still remained though. Although I
knew that Pat's belays above would be good and that he would be able to
hold me without problem, I really couldn't afford to fall off again as I was
really exhausted. My one saving grace was that I had brought three pitons
and a hammer for belaying and I decided to try to use these and the slings
I cleaned from the pitch for aid as necessary just to get up. When I climbed
back to the overhang and stood in a sling I noticed with some alarm, that
the rope was no longer being taken in. Suddenly a shout came from behind
my right shoulder and to my horror I saw Pat. He had tied the rope off and
gone along the cliff-top to see what was happening. The rock around my
nut was rapidly disintegrating and I could see myself becoming airborne
again very shortly. Therefore I gesticulated frantically at Pat until he
hastened back to the belay. I rapidly placed a poor peg out left and, praying that it would hold got off the errant nut. Another poor nut and I was
able to reach Pat's dangling sling where I could rest after a fashion. Some
steep moves directly above led me gasping to a ledge from which I
staggered up a shallow groove. By now I was once more shattered and it
became necessary to launch myself up the final impending wall. The rope
went diagonally upwards, clear of the rock and, apart from a half-way
runner, was obviously not going to be of much use if I got into trouble.
Accordingly, I stayed at the top of the groove until I thought I had
regained enough strength to make a dash for it. After twenty feet I was
exhausted but somehow managed to keep going until, just as my fingers
were turning to jelly, I threw my hand into a horizontal jam which saved
the situation. A few more moves and I reached easier ground and was then
able to crawl over the top to collapse in a heap by a grinning Pat.
Some people have said that it is one of Pat's pleasures to burn off his
climbing partners ... and, indeed, there are none that I know who have
managed to keep up their end! So far in a series of climbs I had done
pretty well so a cynic might be forgiven for thinking that Pat was determined to finish me off well and truly on this occasion,... for, with hardly
a pause for breath he was bursting for a return bout with the crack we had
tried the previous day. I already felt badly about the fiasco of the previous
climb so, remembering that I had a pair of ascenders in my rucsac, I could
only weakly agree.
Imagine my relief when we made our way to the /awn to find it full of
ocean. I was just looking forward to a pleasant convalescence for the rest of
the day when I realised what Pat was doing. He had ligged up an abseil
and went down the overhanging wall above the climb in a series of swings
such that he kept touching rock every so often. About twenty feet above
the sea he gave a giant swing and managed to grab the rock on his inward
plunge. It was a resigned Harwood who realised that a belay was being set
up and that there was nothing for it but to follow my intrepid leader down
the abseil.
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me raging water below spurred Pat to get to grips with the climb.
After a little way he was faced with what used to be termed a 'bete noire'
in this case the place which had stopped him the previous day. The
problem resolved itself into changing hands on a two-finger hold in order
to move left. This, of course, is bad enough on a slab let alone on something
like the overhanging wall of our climb. But Pat's blood was up and in that
sort of mood I didn't give the rock a chance. He swarmed left, surmounted
a protectionless wall,, traversed along a soaking wet line back to the thin
crack and then charged up the latter.
The whole had only taken about half an hour and was a formidable
lead even by Pat's standards. This was just as well for the first wave struck
me just as Pat climbed the crux. Belayed well above the sea, or so I thought,
I was lifted clean off my feet by the force. As Pat climbed higher I was
struck more and more frequently. To say the least I was feeling sorry for
myself and desperately tried to keep my camera dry. By the time Pat was
belayed, I was frozen and set out immediately, at least, to get above the
waves. I was towing a spare rope and kept tied onto the abseil rope as well,
so what with the soaking I'd had and the wet rock it was hardly surprising
that I couldn't manage the crux. However, this time at least I had my
jumars and was able to prusik up to the start of the traverse on the abseil
rope. At this point things got exciting for I had to pull myself back onto
the rock with the runners, get a hand-jam and then remove the runners in
order to release myself back again into the void. I arched out in a great
pendulum until I finally came to rest spinning round in a twirl above the
raging ocean. Pat's shout of "I'm glad you don't suffer from exposure"
was little comfort as I jumared higher until I could regain the rock once
more. From there to the top was fifty feet or so of steep crack which I
eventually managed to struggle up. With a combined wet weight of what
seemed like 20 stones there was barely strength in me to stand up at the top.
Thus ended the day. Since that time there have been many and more
enjoyable climbs with Pat. But the lessons have been well learnt by me.
Jumars are now an indispensible item of equipment when pioneering in
Pembrokeshire and, of course, the safest thing would be not to climb with
him at all!
HEY, GRINGO, WHY YOU SO SICK?
AN ECUADORIAN EXCURSION
Ron Fletcher
A personal account of the Edward Whymper Centenary Expedition to
Chimborazo by the Birmingham Medical Research Expeditionary Society to
make further studies of acute mountain sickness.
It is just a hundred years since Edward Whymper journeyed to Ecuador
and made the first ascent of Chimborazo. He went with the specific
intention of. studying acute mountain sickness.
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On Christmas Eve, 1879 Whymper was stuck in a village called
Guaranda because his local staff refused to be away from home on
Christmas Day. Consequently it was on December 26th that he was blessed
by the village priest and set out for the mountain on the evening of the
27th, accompanied by two Alpine guides called Camel (one of whom was
the notorious Camel of the Matterhorn disaster). He ascended by mule
and pitched camp on a ridge at 16,664 feet (5,079 m.). It was perhaps
typical of the age that he had not told his servants what he expected. After
about an hour, as he wrote later, "I found myself lying on my back,
along with Camels, placed (hors de combat) and incapable of making the
least exertion. We knew that the enemy was upon us and that we were
experiencing our first attack of mountain sickness".
At the end of the account of the BMRES 1977 Expedition (MAM
Journal 1977/78 p. 35) I wrote that there was talk of another trip "perhaps
to Peru. Wherever it is. I suspect that most of us will try to be there".
So it turned out the notion of following in Whympers footsteps (and
a slightly lower price) drew us to Ecuador and ten of the Nepalese party
were in the twenty who went to the Andes. The new recruits included a
surgeon, a biochemist, a laboratory technician, an ethologist and assorted
physicians. The general objective was to do further studies on acute
mountain sickness (A.M.S.) but to use the road facilities in the Andes to
get high.
Compared to Whymper our journeyings were quicker but less
romantic. After a horrendous misunderstanding at Heathrow over who
was to pay for the excess baggage (result Iberian Airlines, 1,
BMRES,
1) we flew to Guayaquil. Our administrative arrangements
were taken care of most expertly by a small trekking company called
'Expeditiones Andinas'. It is owned by the doyen of Ecuadorian
mountain guides called Senor Marco Cruz and his father, Marco came
with us. He has had a distinguished mountaineering career. In 1965 at the
age of 18 he was in the first party to ascend Altar, by far the most difficult
mountain in Ecuador and one that has been climbed only a few times
since. He has led nearly a hundred parties up Chimborazo and although
he was too polite to say so must have found our trip pretty dull.
We travelled at once from Guayaquil in a standard Ecuadorian bus.
This is a single-decker vehicle built locally by Ford rather spartan but
rugged. All the buses have names and ours was appropriately called
Chimborazo. The whole of the roof was a luggage rack and this carried
our gear.
The road was good and we made reasonable time across the hot,
humid coastal plain, the journey being interrupted only by quite frequent
stops for the driver to drink with his friends. Then up through the western
range of the Andes along the sides of steep, tree-covered ravines and
eventually after about four hours to a bleak pass at 12,000 feet (3,658 m.)
in a thin snow shower, Quite a contrast to the banana plantations lower
down. ThS excellent new road then ran down the other side of the hills
i vent v
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to the central plain of Ecuadot (the Altiplano) and the town of Riobamba
at 9,110 feet (2,774m.).
The whole expedition was one of contrasts and our first surprise was
our base camp which was on a lawn next to the heated indoor swimming
pool of our five-star hotel. There was a remarkable amount of work to
get through sorting out our scientific equipment and carrying out our
base line experiments. We noticed quite a marked shortness of breath on a
single flight of stairs.
The Expedition

The general plan of the experiments was the same as on the first
expedition. All the twenty Europeans were the subjects. There was a large
number of tests for each of which a small team was responsible and nearly
all tests were done on each subject at least once a day. The programme
was heavier than before and about 5 or 6 hours a day were spent working.
The day's routine started with a blood sample from an arm vein before
getting up in the morning. The blood was processed in centrifuges driven
by electricity from portable generators. Serum samples were placed in
various tubes including some at 70°C in solid carbon dioxide. This
latter material sounds rather exotic but can be bought in Ecuador because
it is used in the ice-cream carts.
Throughout the day we collected all the urine we passed in personal
plastic bottles. This led to some difficulties. The staff of the trekking
company, including Henrietta the cook were too polite to comment but
the manners of the local citizens were sometimes strained. One day we
stopped our bus as it was 5.00 p.m. and time to complete our day's
collection. Ecuadorians regard all buses as fair game for hitch-hiking and
on this occasion a passing pedestrian thought he had really scored when
the bus actually stopped. He ran up to find a row of 'gringos' in the road
side doing curious things with plastic containers (see figure). He accepted
our offer of a lift (what else could we do ?) our interpreter refused to try
and explain to him what we were doing and he travelled the rest of the
way wearing a rather fixed smile. The term 'gringo' is in common use in
Ecuador and seems to be a slang term for 'Americanos' but it is used for
any fair-skinned person who seems foreign.
The next regular event of the day after breakfast was a measurement of
the acidity and gas content of the blood. The machine to measure this is
only just portable and takes two hours to set up. A fresh blood sample is
essential and to get it we rubbed a special cream into our ear lobes before
pricking them. The drops of blood were collected in a thin glass tube
which was connected to the machine. Within about 20 seconds the results
are displayed on a screen. This was quite entertaining and some rivalry
developed as to who would have the most abnormal results I won
several times.
Later on two of us weighed everyone, measured their fat folds and
examined them for evidence of extra fluid in their fat and lungs. An
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exercise test was done by stepping on and offa box in time to a metronome
(see figure) and later counting the pulse as it returned to normal. Lung
function was measured. A particularly irritating test was to measure
reaction time by repeatedly pressing a button in a small box in response to
a light which flashed on and off. This test was organised by an expert on
animal behaviour, tests of mental function involved watching patterns and
crossing out certain numbers on a sheet of paper.
We did two drug trials. The first was to test a new kind of ultra-violet
barrier cream. We each had two tubes labelled 'left' and 'right' to apply to
the two sides of the face and the hands. The experimenters had thought of
everything and, as the instructions said "the nose is allocated at random
to one side or the other for each subject". I had a left-hand nose.
The second trial was much more important and involved a drug which
was alleged to prevent or diminish acute mountain sickness. The trial was
'double-blind'. Thus we all had our persona' cannister identified by a code
number but half the cannisters contained capsules with the drug and the
other cannisters contained identical-looking capsules which contained
only inert filler. Neither we nor the organiser of the experiments in our
group knew which was which so as not to bias the interpretation of the
results. Each morning we dutifully swallowed one of our capsules and
hoped it would do us some good.
In the evening our blood pressures were measured and the backs of our
eyes examined for haemorrhages or swelling. Another clinician and
myself interviewed all the members of the party about their symptoms.
We used a set list of questions and kept a duplicate set of records in case
of accident.
The worst test was called a 'water-load' and involved drinking on an
empty stomach, between two and four pints of chlorinated water within
15 minutes. Blood and urine tests followed. It was naturally intensely
unpopular. Fortunately it was only scheduled to be done twice during the
trip. It says a lot for the enthusiasm of the group that the collection of
results was about 100% complete.
In the 1977 BMRES Expedition we had of necessity walked all the way
to our highest point of 17,700 feet (5,395 m.) and back. When the results
were analysed it was clear that many of the changes we found were due to
exercise rather than to altitude. Consequently, this trip to the Andes was
designed to sort out the problem. We planned to travel quickly to altitude,
largely by transport and thus to eliminate the effect of heavy exercise.
Departure
Despite this general plan we set off on the third day to walk to our first
camp (see map and diagram). Walking off from a luxury hotel in boots and
some quite bizarre clothing through the suburbs of Riobamba must have
looked rather grotesque. We felt that we were doing our bit to maintain
part of our national heritage an international reputation for eccenttricity. We had a pleasant stroll for a couple of miles through farmland to
twenty-four
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an excellent camp site on a farm, the latter complete with a practice bullring. This camp, although close to the town at almost the same altitude
provided most valuable experience in camp routine, of getting through all
our tests in the open and using the apparatus under field conditions.
Next day we rode off towards Chimborazo in our bus and slowly
wound our way up through the foothills with occasional glimpses of the
isolated peak above. Some of us walked the last few miles up to our camp
and were fascinated by the sides of the cutting through which the road had
been made. The walls showed a cross-section of the ground consisting of
dozens of layers of volcanic ash. The layers varied in thickness from
perhaps a quarter of an inch up to a foot and each one was a different
colour and with a different size of grain each no doubt the result of a
separate eruption of Chimborazo.
Ecuador consists of three distinct geographical regions. There is a flatcoasted plain to the West, then the central highlands and to the East (the
'Oriente') the jungle on the headwaters of the Amazon. The highlands
consist of two parallel ranges of high mountains, all volcanoes, with high
plateaus between. To the South-West there is Chimborazo, the highest at
20,702 feet (6,310m.). In the Eastern range there are a number ranging
from Cayambe (18,996 feet, 5,897m.) to Sangay (17,159 feet, 5,230m.)
in the South. Three of the volcanoes (Cotopaxi, Tungurahua and Sangay)
are active and with warm or hot summits; Sangay always has a plume of
smoke. The region is certainly not dead geologically. When Whymper was
there in 1879 he saw a major eruption of Cotopaxi. Earth tremors are
still common.
Our camp at Tortorillas was in a sheep grazing meadow and was the
first place that our route touched Whympers. At this point things started
to go wrong for me. I had a slight temperature, vague stomach pains and
shivering turns. That night was miserable with little sleep and futile
attempts to keep warm punctuated by frequent episodes of the intermittent breathing which effects many people at altitude. Next morning I
still felt ill but just about managed my work. Back in the bus we travelled
up through showers of sleet to the end of the road. The route goes across
an extraordinary area on the middle slopes of Chimborazo called 'Los
Arenales'. It is almost barren desert of black lava dust flowing in great
waves down the hillside. The road ends at a huge open almost flat space as
large as a football stadium and here we set up camp. I retreated to my
sleeping bag and had another bad night.
Next morning was grim. The temperature had been very low in the
night and there was a powdering of fresh snow. The camp was enveloped
in a freezing mist. Fortunately my temperature was down and I was able to
help a bit although very short of breath. Two members of the party felt
terrible and looked it so they decided to go back down to Riobamba in the
bus.
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The Refugio

We set about the last stage of our ascent which was the walk up to the
refuge. The prospect was daunting. Above the camp site a bleak, black
valley ran up the mountainside heading directly for the hanging glaciers
below the summit. The refuge was out of sight and we could not make out
where it was. A tough-looking group of muleteers appeared with their
animals to carry our equipment. Eventually we set out.
In fact, the route is trivial. The distance is perhaps a mile and the
height to be gained merely 600 feet. There is a rough path all the way
although the latter part was covered with snow. I found it very hard and
took about 1} hours. There was a big variation in breathlessness, bet ween
different numbers of the party but I would manage only fifteen or twenty
steps between halts, and was the slowest.
The Refugio Edward Whymper has been built by the Ecuadorian
Tourist Board and was opened only about two months before our visit.
It has a superb location at 16,430 feet (5,008 m.) on a slight spur in the
middle of the 'Vallon Camel' with views down across Los Arenales to
Riobamba and up to the summit plateau of Chimborazo. It is an elaborate
hut probably too elaborate. Downstairs there is a large communal room
with benches and tables and a built-in bar counter in one corner. There is a
fireplace but, of course, no fuel. A small kitchen is equipped with gasstoves and there are wardens quarters. The hut is guarded rather inadequately by Ecuadorian Army conscripts on a rota basis and the
warden visits at weekends. Upstairs there are simple but adequate bunk
rooms for about seventy people. The well water was less than clear and the
diesel generator was broken. The flush toilets were blocked and the taps
dry. However, it met our needs very well and we soon completed the day's
experiments.
My diary entry for next day reads FRIDAY 21st OCTOBER. "Bad night.
Slept for about five hours then restless with headache and sighing
breathing. Worked quite hard all day helping with experiments but I can't
remember much about it. Thinking slowly and kept losing things. One
chap in bed all day with nausea and headache quite worried about him.
My appetite only about 50% and very short of breath on slight exertion".
That night was worse and I kept waking up with shortness of breath
relieved only by sitting up this is a classical medical symptom of heart
failure and I really should have realised its significance.
Next morning was a bit better and we gathered outside the hut for
publicity photographs with our equipment. The man who had been in bed
the day before still felt ill so he went down with the guide and motored
down to Riobamba. Two of us set out to walk up to the Whymper ridge
close to the hut. It was a pleasant snow field but I was still very slow. We
tried without success to identify the camp site where Wymper had his
attack of A.M.S.
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After getting back to the hut I was sitting chatting and waiting for a
cup of tea when two members of the party came over and said that they
were going to examine me. One of them had noticed that the veins in my
neck were standing out. They found changes in the sounds of the heart
indicating some strain of the right heart and this went along with the
distended veins. Curiously, there were none of the expected signs of extra
fluid in the feet or lungs, only in the veins. It was too late to descend so a
drug was prescribed to get rid of the excess fluid. I swallowed the tablets
and waited but nohting happened. I had a further dose into a vein
success! Within two hours I had passed about four pints of urine into
my plastic bottle of course. That night I slept better and the next morning
some more pills removed the rest of the extra fluid. By that night I was
back to normal.
The next day was Sunday and we packed up to leave. We were slightly
irritated to find that the refugio has become a Sunday outing attraction for
the locals and several parties of young people and families come to look
round. Living at 9,000 feet they find going up to 16,000 feet presents little
difficulty. The mules arrived and we all moved down to Los Arenalis, into
our bus and back to camp at Tortorillos. The weather was fine and the
closing stages of the trip were graced with fine views of the mountain which
now appeared much less hostile. After one more camp we were back to our
hotel in Riobamba and joined up with three men who had been forced to
descend. As is nearly always the case they had recovered from AMS within
about a day and had subsequently been bored by the limited pleasures of
Riobamba.
The night of our return we had a party and after dinner we broke the
code of the drug trial and discovered who had had the active drug. I was
not surprised to find that I had been a control.
Results

We are a long way off compiling all the results and indeed quite a lot 01
the blood samples are still waiting to be analysed. We hope to have a
meeting in June of 1980 to discuss all the findings. It is clear that in terms of
changes in blood chemistry I was the most severely affected but the heart
changes were not typical and my performance, although poor, was not as
bad as some others. There are still many mysteries about AMS!
The results of the drug trial look quite promising and there was a good
trend for better performance by those who were on it. Of the ten who had
been to Nepal the five on the drug improved their performance whereas
the five on the inert capsules were the same or worse. The results should be
in a medical journal later this year.
Finale

We moved on to Quito, the capital of Ecuador and some final experiments. All these adventures had taken two weeks and we had
arranged to be away for a month so now we split up and went our various
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ways. Some went climbing and got up a number of peaks including
Chimborazo. Our surgeon did two stomach operations in a Quito hospital
we were all relieved to hear of the successful results. I joined a party
which went to the Galapos island, Northern Ecuador and the Amazonian
jungle, but that is another story.
The BMRES is gradually growing up and I am sure that there will be
further expeditions. Whether we can squeeze another one out of A MS
remains to be seen. Would I go ? A good question!

THE MAM IN THE PYRENEES
VIEW

A PERSONAL
DaveDickson

This meet started as a purely personal trip with a friend who did not like
high altitude or Alpine starts, so I suggested that we should visit the
Pyrenees, an area about which I knew very little. The trip eventually
became the summer meet involving the usual planning and organisation,
but I was greatly helped by Ted Lloyd and Tom Huckerby who had both
previously visited the area. The meet was planned to run for two weeks
from the first of August, but when the Dickson family arrived at our base
camp in Luz-St. Sauveur two days early we were directed to an elevated
camping spot, where there were several tents but very few members. The
rest had already gone climbing, lured out by the hot, sunny weather. The
weather was in fact to remain fine for the next 3 weeks despite guidebook
predictions of regular 4-day cycles of thunderstorms.
During the course of the meet a large number of members, their
families and friends turned up, in total 40, ranging from the presidents
present and past down to one-year-old toddlers. We all managed to
assemble on the two highest terraces which gave us some isolation from
the main site. I had hoped to record every single ascent as a detailed report
but as the meet progressed it became obvious that too much was being
done so with apologies to those whose activities go unrecorded I am
sticking to my title.
Our base at Luz was a fair distance from any major climbing, 20 km.
to Gavarnie, but this meant that we were not tied to one area, in fact we
covered a wide area of the Western Pyrenees from the Pic du Midi D'
Ossau to the Pic des Spijeoles. Ascents of all the major summits in the area
were made, often by several routes.
I started my climbing 2 or 3 days after the advanced parties who had
already enjoyed trips to the peaks and climbs around the Cirque de
Gavarnie. Pic du Taillon (3,144m.) had its first of many MAM ascents.
Bill Willmer had a fright on his first trip with Ray Lambert as Ray started
out heavily disguised as a fell-runner, however Bill was not left behind.
The weather and general friendliness of the area, meant that we were often
able to climb in similar lightweight gear. The other advantage of the area
thin v
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was its great diversity, some could indulge in really hard rock routes, others
on standard snow or mixed routes to major summits or others just enjoying
the valley walks. We also managed to avoid the usual MAM grandes
cordages by taking to peaks in small groups and exchanging routes and
information back at the campsite. A very popular peak with the meet was
the Vignemale (3,298 m.), a complex set of summits which were gained by
three different routes. Graham Willison and Sarah White took the TD
north-west spur. Bill Wilmer, Stan Crawford, Ray Lambert and myself
traversed the peaks from the Petit Vignemale to the major summit, the
Pointe Longue. Ted Lloyd led a party almost to the top before his shoulder
failed him. The traverse was perhaps the most satisfactory route to discover
the peak by; firstly there was an easy walk to the Petit Vignemale, at this
point the tourists were left behind as there were then 2 or 3 pitches of
grade 3 descent which were followed by about 1,000 feet of delightful
scrambling to reach the summit at the Pointe de Chausenque. This route
gave us excellent views of the North face of the Vignemale, an impressive
1,000 metre wall, its upper part being a multicoloured mass of contorted
folding; making the whole wall highly impressive in appearance, after this
more scrambling led to the summit of the Piton Carre with more views
down the Couloir de Gaube into the Oulettes Valley. A final section of
broken rocks led to the major peak the Pointe Longue, but clouds came
down and obscured our view and we did not feel like looking around for
yet more of Count Henry Russells' caves which abound on the mountain.
Our descent was via the ordinary route of the Ossue Galcier, largest in the
Pyrenees. The guidebook warned us to take the debonnaire glacier
seriously, I regret to say that we did not and really enjoyed our rapid
descent
Graham and Sarah were busy working their way round the area doing
high standard routes; the impression I gained was of good, steep climbing
at about VS standard but the limestone in the area seemed to be at times
loose and somewhat short of belays. Graham claims to have only found 3
good belays in 500 metres on the north face of the Pene Blanque de
Troumouse. After this experience they moved over to a granite area and
completed a splendid route on the Spijeoles, its very impressive grande
diedre. They also managed to get lost in the odd cloud whilst looking for
another route. Apart from this their rope completed other good routes on
the Pene Sarriere, Pic des Sarradettes and the Mur de la Cascade at
Gavarnie. Along side these exploits the other members routes look very
modest.
The most popular route of the meet was a relatively short route on the
south face of the Sarradettes, a 200 m. grade 4 route. The usual problems
of route finding reared their head and I think that only Graham and Sarah
followed the correct line which was only to be found in the French
picture guide the Pyrenean version of Rebuffats Mont Blanc/Chamonix
guide. The description starts with the reassuring words "// riy a pas
d'erreur possible"; there was. Ray and I found ourselves stuck in a corner
crack that rapidly became hard VS in standard. Others had similar route-
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finding problems but we were all able to eventually reach the summit of
the Sarradettes. In fact the route gave us some superb slab climbing on
delightful incut holds, which when combined with the magnificent views
of the mountains and cascades of the Gavarnie cirque gave an excellent
short day's climbing. A sign of how relatively uncrowded the area is for
climbers, was that we were seldom trampled on by hordes of other
climbers despite the fact that we were doing routes taken from the hundred
best climbs book, a distinct' change from Chamonix.
However there was just one route on which we encountered other parties;
that was the N.W. arete of the Petit Astazous, about the same grade as the
Sarradettes route but having a good 500 metres of rock climbing. Due to
my inability to read my watch correctly we managed an incredibly early
start and managed to reach the foot of the route at the same time as about
a dozen French and Spanish climbers. After a few initial route-finding
problems we managed to get past the leading French who were having
rope-management problems, then we could enjoy leading the queue over
fairly easy and often loose rock. There were about 12 steps on the ridge
around 200ft. apart, the crux being saved for the last step, a steep crack
which split an overhung slab, but we found excellent jams and were able
to spend a quiet half hour sunning ourselves on the summit, before
tackling the descent, a graded walk, with each individual foot placement
marked over a section of limestone slabs. The descent was taken slowly to
give the great crowd of tourists time to get back to Lourdes and thus leave
us to walk in relative peace and quiet through the village of Gavarnie,
a notorious tourist trap during the day.
Those members who restricted themselves to walks reported that once
they were the usual mile from the car parks the crowds disappeared and
they were able to enjoy some magnificent walks and able to admire the
unique flora. We were also lucky in being able to make several sightings of
the isards, Pyrenean chamois, and we also frequently saw many large birds
that seemed to delight in high-speed circuits of the rocky peaks. I am still
not certain whether I was viewing eagles or vultures or both as these birds
are both common in the area. There were vast numbers of interconnecting
valleys and also several easier peaks such as Pimenie, that are technically
about as demanding as Snowdon, and there were even longer trips possible
such as the 2-day visit to the Ordessa Canyon.
Another area that was visited by the climbers was the Pic du Midi d'
Ossau, which was a 2-hour hair-raising drive along a cliff side. The peak
is an impressive twin-spired granite mountain with steep walls and
impressive-looking aretes. Ray and I climbed the Peyreget arete on the
lower peak, a disappointing route that avoided the true arete and wound
round the flanks of the mountain having only 2 decent rock pitches on to
the final summit. At the same time Stan and Janet Crawford with Bill
Wilmer took the normal route up the Grande Peak. It involved some
scrambling, easy rock climbing complete with movable, wooden holds to
gain the superior views of the major summit of the area. Our 2 parties
finally managed to meet in the valley for a well-earned beer; Ray and I had
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to run to catch the others who had gained an early start by staying at the
Pombie hut. We all got back to camp in time to say hello and goodbye to
our wives who then set out 20 minutes later to climb the peak the next day
after a road-side bivouac.
The next major peak we 'attempted was Monte Perdido; we had our
eyes on its North Face, one of the few decent steep, mixed routes in the
area. The hut walk was PD due to a steep couloir approach to a breche,
where there sat a nineteenth century hovel, but the hut was magnificently
placed. Next morning we had a short moonlit descent to the Lac Glace,
put on our crampons and were at the foot of the face for first light. The
party then split into 2 ropes, Fergus climbing with Martin and the
usual Lambert, Dickson rope. The first ice-fall was turned by a rock ridge of
about 500 feet of grade 3 rock climbing. The second ice-fall had a set of
broken seracs to wind through, followed by a steep 30 foot wall which Ray,
equipped with terrodacty Is, quickly overcame. Then there followed 500 feet
of 45-50 degree good snow. This was followed by an equal distance of
desperately loose rock mixed with ice. At one point Martin preferred to
belay to a snow spike rather than the so-called peg belay and scree that I
was fixed to. Thus equipped with all the usual hardwear we reached the
summit to find hordes of Spaniards in canvas fell boots. Back at the hut we
were having a brew when a guided school party passed by. That hastened
our departure, my comment was to get down quick before they fall down
the couloir. Prophetic words for just as we reached the bottom, down
cartwheeled a French body. Fergus and Martin nobly sacrificed their
sleeping bags to keep him warm. Ray and I were saved a long run by
finding a party of soldiers complete with radio. The helicopter arrived only
to disappear again; we were second in the queue for its services. Our
French man having only a broken leg had to wait. This accident and delay
spoilt what was an otherwise really enjoyable and successful Alpine day.
Another excellent outing undertaken by 4 different parties on different
days was the round of the Cirque de Troumouse, a ridge walk, climb and
scramble being two thirds of a circle 4 kilometres in diameter, in fact the
largest of the cirques in the Pyrenees. The traverse covers 6 major summits
all at about 3,000 metres. The ridge gave 4 different parties 4 memorable
days out, everybody managed to get round safely within guidebook time
though Graham's party almost got benighted having had a large boulder
drop on to Sarah. Alan Rainford happened to drop in and he took off his
shirt and proceeded to race us round in record time until we missed our
way on the final peak and ended up abseiling. The ridge was generally
similar to the Snowdon horseshoe, but there were several harder rock steps
that could have used individual pitch climbing. However the ridge was
about 3 times as long as the Horseshoe and had really spectacular views
down steep 1,000 metre limestone walls and extensive views across to the
other summits we had already visited. The main summit, Pic de la Munia
however was much cleaner than Snowdon and free from any mechanical
aids to ascension. In fact the whole of the National Park area is unspoiled
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by the usual Alpine development, a refreshing change from some of the
more developed areas.
When I completed the cirque it was time to finish the official meet, but
the area was so attractive and the fine weather still held so the climbing
continued.
The Balaitous, the last remaining major peak in the area received an
MAM ascent; Graham and Sarah hoped to traverse the three aretes
whilst the rest of us had our sights on the easier Neous chimney route.
Sarah however was still suffering the effects of the stone fall so Graham,
Bill, Martin and I traversed the mountain, an enjoyable day over relatively
easy ground in good company. The English guides were less than helpful
missing out an obvious easy link between 2 routes. We did find an easy
descent route that ended in a beautiful valley complete with little lakes and
superb views of the Lamathe arete which gives yet another route to aspire
to in the future. This was my final ascent but people were to continue
climbing though the weather now began to break. Gay and Julia had a
dismal ascent of Taillon and that evening we had our long-awaited storm
bul that did not prevent us finally getting together for a meal in the
campsite restaurant.
From a personal view the meet was a great success as I had 7 really
good outings; Gay even managed 6 days out; we didn't loose any children,
and other families had similar success. The hard rock climbers managed
some good routes, the average had good success, and the walkers had a
variety of beautiful walks, The meet was also a pleasant social event, and
I think that most people who were visiting the area for the first time will be
returning again. I certainly will be back to the Pyrennees.
To help any members tempted to visit the area the best of the English
guides seems to be the Cicerone Press version written by Kev Reynolds,
and the most useful of the French books is the glossy picture guide by
Patrice de Bellefon .'Les Pyrennes".

GO NORTH, YOUNG

MAN
Mike Grain

My first mistake was to have packed my summer sleeping bag in August.
The rain water flowed out from the entrance of the tent in a wave that
would have kept a surfer content for hours; each gallon to be instantly
replaced by an incessant stream from under the edge of the flysheets. This
was my first experiment in underwater camping, and it is not only the
blood of the MacDonalds that gushes from Glencoe.
Suffice it to say that our camping holiday in Scotland was not up to
expectations, and a couple of pints at the Clachaig had convinced me that
the Scots' drinking problem was a serious business; I had tolerated the ale
and continued to gaze into space, wondering if the sun really existed.
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To say that the idea was spontaneous would not be quite accurate,
however, our sudden enthusiasm was for any climb, anywhere, that was
dry, warm, sunny, etc., and that was how I found myself parting with
hard-earned cash at the P and O ticket office in the tiny port of Scrabster,
from where the cruise to Hoy begins. Our aim was obvious; The Old Man of
Hoy still remains Britain's most inaccessable picnic site, and an ambition
of every owner of Wilson's bumper fun book 'Hard Rock'. It had taken
two easy days of driving to cover the six hundred miles from the Midlands,
and now at last actually reaching the island seemed possible. Since time
immemorial the 'St Ola' has fought the savage tides of the Pentland Firth
and Scapa Flow to the end of the world known as Stromness. It is, however,
to my knowledge at least the third ship of that name; and it is a modern
car ferry that glides for two hours through the seas, with the comforts of
civilisation fitted to entertain the able-bodied, and brown paper bags for
the less able.
Stromness is on the largest island, called Mainland by the Orcadians,
and the arterial highway that is its main street is a charming paved way,
barely wide enough for two cars to pass, and lined with shops, bustling
with day-trippers on holiday. The harbour, too, is busy; even though the
St Ola is the largest boat by far, a multitude of lesser craft come and go
with a variety of seafoods. Amongst these the Jessie Ellen has been
converted to carry passengers, and thrice daily makes the journey to Hoy.
By now we were quite competent at this sea-faring stuff and eagerly
leapt aboard for the next stage of our journey, past the island of Gramsay
and across Burra Sound. An old wreck is a reminder of the strategic
importance of this now quiet natural harbour which may be entered
through the sound.
'Land-Ho, my hearties'; Orgil is off the starboard bow, a vast metropolis of about three buildings, and a telephone box capable of housing the
island's entire population. The stone jetty is neither large nor elaborate,
just sufficient for the Jessie Ellen to tie-up and unload passengers and
provisions. If unaquainted with the island, the Old Man is in the
South-West corner, not far from Rackwick, a community on the
South coast about forty minutes walk away, but some five miles from
Orgil on the North coast, where we now found ourselves. The walk to
Rackwick, over a rough track most of the way, would have been quite
arduous had it not been for a hire car taking our rucsacs the longer way
round by road. Somehow Claire managed to disguise herself as a rucsac,
with the result that tea was served to the rest of us, on arrival, followed by
high spirited attempts at climbing on the croft that was our temporary
home. As one local said to lan: "If you can't climb that, you'll never get
up the Old Man!"
As dawn broke, so the harsh reality of actually carrying those almighty rucsacs emerged. My climbing partner, Chris, and myself realised
the potential queueing problems, and did not surface until a more
leisurely-hour. It is, however, a pleasant walk of three quarters of an hour
to reach the cliff top, and the first view of the pinnacle. It is an intimidating
thin r->/.v
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The Old Man of Hoy

Mike Grain
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sight to the aspirant, with a solitary old rope hanging free, an abseil to
nowhere, and a grim reminder of the seriousness of the place. From its foot
the overhangs seem never ending, until the sky itself is reached; the sea
below is no less inviting.
The first pitch, though technically little more than V.Diff. was probably
one of the loosest; a pillar leaning against the side of the Old Man, with a
convenient ledge, on which to belay, at its crest.
This was the point of no return; a descending traverse and a few pulls
over the first overhang and commitment was total, from then on that pitch
must be climbed if for no other reason than the nature of the retreat!
We had the technology, we had the manpower, but the six-million dollar
question was, did we have the nerve?
That ledge is a lonely place, perched barely eighty feet up, with Chris's
ropes curving out into space, moving slowly upwards away from the roar
of the sea. I could see nothing of the pitch to come; only the continuous
run out of the rope indicates progress, until at last it was my turn. My
personal thought is that the crux is the decision to start the pitch, the step
down and right onto the landward face of the pinnacle, the reach across to
a good hold on the traverse, or the breath taking pendulum thai can only
initiate a long prusik; whichever alternative adds a whole new meaning to
the word fear. Once established on this face, a crack line heads up in a
single, almost continuous corner, occasionally interrupted by overhangs,
and moderately well supplied with in-situ wooden wedges for protection,
round some of which Chris had threaded comforting looking slings. The
rope was from directly above now, and the corner itself added a certain
psychological security. After a swing to the right to pass the first overhang
the crack becomes a chimney, capped by a roof forming part of the right
wall, and split on the left by the next section of the crack. This is the
technical crux, and is passed by jamming out under the roof until a pull
left gives entrance to the corner again, still gently impending, yet, by
bridging, never again forcing one out of balance. The monster belay at the
end of this pitch, on an adequate stance gives room for thought; a rope
must be fixed here to enable the diagonal abseil to be performed, and,
whilst tying its upper end, the objective dangers begin their welcome.
Foi those unfamiliar with the fulmar petrel, and especially the juvenile,
the bird has certain standards of behaviour that might be frowned upon in
polite company; for the present, even a scruffy climber joins this elite, and
forms a strong social objection to the creatures habits. It is the swelling of
the throat, and the impulsive jerk of the neck, rapidly followed by an open
beak that tells you that it is just too late to avoid being covered with a
regurgitated blend of fish puree and oil. The odour is unpleasant and
lingering, and in case you think it prudent to pass behind the chick, it is
quite capable of performing, with unerring accuracy, from either end of its
alimentary canal. The only technique of use is that of seconding; that the
passage of decoys to draw their fire, may, with fortune (or even a tight rope
to delay progress) cause the particular enemy to run out of ammunition
before 1 have to run the gauntlet.
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2nd Pitch, Old Man of Hoy
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The next two pitches have considerable sites of strategic importance,
and, progress, now technically easy jug-pulling requires a certain determination to survive the onslaught. At last the belay is reached, and the
rock above holds no suitable nesting sites; the pitch is a little cenotaph
corner, at about severe standard, and, with jams and jugs, the last few
moves, and suddenly it is all over. The grassy summit, nearly as large as
the base of the pinnacle has a small cairn at which to pose for photos, a
view second to none, and an air of isolation felt nowhere else in Britain. It is
really an Alpine-style summit, in that the route is not yet over; another
450 ft. of climbing has to be done, this time downwards with the aid of the
rope, finally to reach the ground. The belay is a steel hawser, wrapped
round the summit block, a relic of the BBC's extravaganza (to whom we are
indebted for all the in-situ belays) and a comforting start to the long
descent.
Have you ever considered the optimum site in Britain to jam the abseil
ropes? I could not imagine anywhere other than the diagonal-free abseil of
the second pitch; this thought occured to ma just as the knot between our
doubled ropes came to an abrupt halt whilst pulling the ropes down. The
dilemma was only temporary, however, as, by tying extra ropes on, and
setting off up the cliff behind, the knot could be freed from above.
It was a jubliant party of eight that drank excesses of tea that evening,
content with the route; yet in all adventures something must go wrong.
Sunday morning as we turned our backs on Rackwick the rain started.
Back on Mainland we learned that the next ferry was not until Monday
morning, and there was a whole day in which to do nothing in the rain.
Once again there were dreams of dry rock, and sunshine ... "Perhaps,"
said Chris, "we could go to Cornwall?"
So we did.

JERROLDWAS RIGHT
Dave Roberts

It is fashionable these days to make lists; the 10 best this, the 20 best that
and so on. Ever since Roy Plomley started it with his Desert Island Discs
people have been choosing their favourite bits and pieces to accompany
them under such circumstances. A climbing magazine has even published
an article 'Desert Island Climbs'. But what about 'Desert Island Books'
and what about 'Desert Island Mountaineering Books' ? My Desert Island
Books would include only a few mountaineering books. I think I would
have to have, for example, Alistair Cooke, George Simon and Hugh
Johnson. It is difficult to draw up the statutory eight climbing books, but
interesting to turn over the candidates in one's mind.
As a prbduct of my age, I have always found it easier to enjoy books
which are products of my age, easier to identify with books written by
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. contemporary authors or about current events. Modern climbing books
are becoming characterized by liberal use of high quality plates, indeed,
without them there may well be poor chances of sales; they are attractive
to the eye and with writing in modern idiom, much more immediate,
easier to read, needing less concentration; as I often read in snatches of a
few minutes at a time that may be useful.
However, some of my favourites were written before I (even I) set
foot on the hills. On reflection, it must surely be due to a sense of identity;
identity with the sentiments expressed by the writer, with the feeling of his
early days in the mountains and with writing about areas with which one is
familiar, or identity with books by authors one knows or about events
which are already familiar; after all, part of the interest for me of "The
Black Cliff' must lie in having been present during some of the ascents by
Brown, Banner, Crew and others described in the book. My first trip into the
hills was a three-day walk round the Welsh Three Thousanders; after that
Thomas Firbank's 'I Bought a Mountain' was devoured eagerly, but his
'I Bought A Star' was not even finished Firbank the climber/farmer,
yes; Firbank the soldier, no.
Paradoxically the next book to impress was Whymper's 'Scrambles in
the Alps', abstracted from a large but old school library. There was no way
I could identify with Whymper I had not climbed the Matterhorn (and
still have not, for that matter) and yet I read it about six times over three
years. As an aside, the library contained an early primer on climbing with
the well-meant but extraordinary advice that "the climber should never
place more than one foot onto the hold already occupied by both hands!"
There are few other of the 'old' books that I enjoy; for example, I have
never really got on with Geoffrey Winthrop-Young (or as my literary
friend who loves his books calls him 'Youngthrop-Win'), and similarly,
modern writing about earlier times, for example some of the books of
Ronald Clarke; I must miss a lot. A notable exception is the book by
Collie and Stutfield on their early explorations of the Canadian Rockies
but that was read after J had been there. While still at school I found and
enjoyed a copy of J. E. Q. Barford's paperback primer on climbing,
already old and out-of-date, but the best there was then. Its modern
equivalent is Blackshaw, still the best, despite a host of others, all with a
few good points, some rather bad and many often pricey; Blackshaw is
now dated too; why no revision?
After instructional books the next division of 'technical' books must
be the guide books. Putting aside the basic test of a guide book does it
do its description job well or not, (or in these days of inflation, does the
guide cost more than the cliff is worth), how do you rate them; which are
memorable? There used to be comparisons made between the tight,
colourless descriptions in the Lake District guide books "the moving
spotlight" and the discursive, rather wry style of the J. M. Edwards type
of North Wales guide book writing. More recently, the earlier issues of
'Mountain' had a short battle in the letters column, verging on the
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acrimonious at times, between the proponents of the guide which gave a
background of geology, Natural History and even Social History, and the
proponents of the guide which drops these as totally irrelevant and
wasteful of paper and, therefore, money. The latter view seems to have
prevailed.
The latest trend is the .selected climbs book. All the main areas now
have them. I have mixed feelings about them; they can never replace
definitive guides, but if you intend to make occasional forays only into an
area, it is a great way of getting good value in selection of routes for your
time and money. But guidebook production is often parlous financially; if
the selected climbs books claim a large proportion of the market, what will
happen to the definitive series? Perhaps the straws are already blowing in
the wind; the Peak and North Wales series are already contracting and the
Lake District is to do so. It is a bit depressing, though, to see the peripatetic
James Tickers scurrying through his selection of North Wales climbs;
still, perhaps they will leave some of the other good routes to the cognoscenti.
One thing a guide of this sort must be is accurate, as fixed reference points for
descriptions are naturally fewer; often route marked photos are used and
there can be little latitude for error here, certainly no such error as that in
Mac Innes' bumper funbook to Scotland, where, in the section on Carnmore
Crag the photo marking of Red Scar is more or less the line of Black
Mischief.
While in this country recently, Dave Hughes spotted a copy of Peter
Harding's Llanberis Pass Guide, "The best guide ever written," he said. Is
that because it was the current guide when we became big boys
and started doing V.S. in the Pass ? How would that be for identification ?
The selected climbs book has recently been developed into the large
format guide/essay/picture book, now best known by 'HardRock'. It is not
all that recent though. Who has read Walter Pauses'' 100 walks in the Alps',
which has been around quite a long time? O.K., so who wants to go to the
Alps just to walk around ? But this book is nevertheless a gem. It describes
walks over the whole length of the Alps, especially in the less well known
Eastern groups, many up to a few days in length and with a fair bit of
rough going; start and finish points are detailed and hut locations
described; a favourite, even though I have never actually done any of the
walks as such. From this we work up through 'Im Extremen Pels' to
Rebuffat on Mont Blanc and the Dauphine truly impressive for the
coffee table and a great turn on to the imagination; the quality of production is very high and the books a joy to wander through. As far as
Britian is concerned we have recently been heavily catered for by Ken
Wilson's 'Hard Rock' and 'Classic Rock'; first though, came Cleare and
Smythe's 'Rock Climbers in Action in Snowdonia', probably the first
collection of high-quality action climbing photos to be published. 'Hard
Rock' certainly caused a stir when published, most reviews being highly in
favour, though certainly not all. Even if it has shortcomings of style or
content there has been nothing quite like it and it has been well received.
'Classic Rock' is somehow less satisfying. Perhaps it is less easy to get
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enthusiastic about descriptions of climbs like Little Chamonix on
Shepherds Crag or Flying Buttress at Stanage. Despite having done a
higher proportion of routes from 'Classic Rock' than 'Hard Rock' I feel for
'Hard Rock' the more; I feel it will stand the test of time better. This sort
of book inevitably draws people to the worthwhile climbs it describes, and
it is with some sense of sadness that one sees attention drawn to personal
and hitherto little known favourites like Ardverikie Wall. These photos are a
far cry from those of Smythe or Poucher and even those of Douglas
Milner.
In thinking of books with a heavy commitment to photos, the fairly
recent spate of books dealing with mountaineering in North America comes
to mind. It is only belatedly that the worldwide climbing community is
having its attention drawn to the wealth of climbing on the North American
Continent, from roadside crags, through the greatest of big walls to
expeditionary work to rival the Himalayas. It is all becoming well served
by its photographers, from Randy Morses' "The Mountains of Canada' to
two of the best historical/photographic surveys of climbing relating to
anywhere 'Climbing in North America' and 'Climb', by Chris Jones
and Godfrey and Chelton respectively. Hot off the presses is '50 Classic
Climbs in North America' by Roper and Steck, which at a quick glance
seems quite splendid; at least they were not stuck for choice!
North America seems to be much more interesting to read about than
South America; perhaps acquaintance would radically alter that!
Books about the Alps can be numbered by the hundred, yet often seem
to me to be relatively dull. Obviously there are exceptions, e.g. "The White
Spider'. Usually the most interesting writing about the Alps is in the
magazines and scattered in the various books of biography. I confess that
I have never much enjoyed biography, climbing or otherwise and had to
struggle with the biography of George Leigh-Mallory, a person who I had
always thought (rather abstractly) to be most interesting. On the other
hand, a recently encountered biography of J. Norman Collie fascinated,
despite being published abroad and containing a map which put Snowdon
somewhere near Welshpool.
Autobiography is more interesting, perhaps because it is more direct,
and as stated before, is a good source of Alpine reading; even so the
Continental autobiographists, Gervasutti, Terray, Diemberger and
Bonatti all seem to merge into a blur. The exception is surely Herman
Buhl. I am not sure why; some indefinable feeling comes through which
strikes so many chords; it cannot be due to his early poverty or the actual
climbs done; it is just a feeling; all credit to his translator. The book is,
of course, long out of print, and quite a cult object, copies changing hands
for relatively large sums. Such a long failure to reprint seems odd, but I
gather a paperback version is due. Autobiographical books by British
climbers are more fun, usually because of the varying content of rather
grotty anecdotes which are so much a part of the British climbing lore;
even so Brown, Bonington, Gray, Whillans, etc., seem to become another
blur.
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Most biographical-style books contain expeditionary-style writing.
My personal feeling is that we have become numbed by expedition books;
so many seem to have been written either out of a sense of moral duty to
record, or worse, for contractual reasons, even Sir John Hunt (as he then
was) made his 'Ascent of Everest' a rather dull account (in retrospect),
of a great achievement. Of course, some books have revealed great or
terrifying events which have lifted them way above the rest e.g. 'K2, the
Savage Mountain', and 'The Last Blue Mountain' or some have had
clearly superior photography for their period e.g. Fosco Maraini's'
'Karakorum'. An outstanding book was Thomas Hornbein's 'Everest, the
West Ridge', a personal account so much better than the official expedition
book by J. R. Ullman, There are recent and welcome changes; Bonington's
'Everest the Hard Way' and Boardman's 'The Shining Mountain' seem
altogether brighter and truer to what we feel the life of such a trip must
be better photos and a contemporary writing style must have a lot to
do with it.
Eric Shipton stands on the border between autobiography and expedition. 'Upon That Mountain' has somehow always been one of the best
in both fields and his 'This Untravelled World' is even better. As the title
implies, Shipton's second book is as much about travel and wild places as
about mountaineering specifically. I recently re-read one of the great
modern travel books, 'Seven Years in Tibet', a remarkable account of a
remarkable journey, so direct and revealing so much of the life and culture
'of Tibet. Strangely, books on Arctic and Antarctic travel have never
appealed so much (except perhaps Gino Watkins). A disappointment was
Wally Herbert's book on his epic trans-Arctic journey so much seemed
to be unsaid; it felt like the non-book of the trip. By chance, I recently met
a member of his R A F support team, who felt much the same.
Mountaineering is not an inherently humorous pastime, though it can
be funny; it takes a skilful writer to draw out its humour, which, like most
humour, is based on irony and criticism. Humour in mountaineering
writing is elusive; it lives best and it will live longest, I think, when it is
understated; perhaps Tom Patey's humour will outlive that of lan
McNaught-Davis, and Patey is better when he is less obviously trying to
be funny, e.g. in his articles on the first winter traverse of the Cuillin
Ridge, and his Highland Fling with Chris Bonington. Modern writers who
poke fun gently but keenly are Geoffrey Button and Kevin Fitzgerald,
but the tradition goes back to 'The Ascent of F Sharp' and 'The Ascent of
Rum Doodle. Even Professor C. Northcote Parkinson gets in on the act.
Only one book has truly combined expeditions and humour 'A Short
Walk In the Hindu Kush' by Eric Newby a true antidote to pomposity.
Outstanding among the cartoonists are Cumberpatch and Sheridan,
but the most pointed cartoon I have seen recently was in the Irish Mountaineering Club Journal. If you want a copy you will have to hunt around!
(Thank you for my copy, Robin!)
Ken Wilson's recent anthology 'The Games Climbers Play' has drawn
together some of the best of the humorous writing with some of the best of
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contempory mountaineering writing in general, some of it interesting in
its immediacy. It remains to be seen how it stands up to its predecessor
compiled by Mike Ward, which just might contain more writing of a
lasting nature. I do not know of any similar anthologies but there are a
number of books of the collected writings of given authors which I have
enjoyed e.g. Patey, Showell Styles and A. H. Griffin, though I was a bit
surprised when Walt Unsworth produced a Griffin-style book which I
thought rather better. 'Sampson', the now rare volume of J. M. Edwards'
works which contains most of his devious and wholly original articles
(compare his 'A Great Effort' with Allan Austin's 'A Tiger's Fling') stands
alone. His poetry, though, I find totally opaque and I feel his compilers,
Sutton and Noyce, found it hard going.
Some of the writing in collections contains fanciful pieces, but the
mountaineering novel itself is a further dimcult-tcr-understand phenomenon. 'The Ascent of Rum Doodle' and Dougal Hastens' novel do perhaps
truly depend on the mountaineering experience more than any others.
Glyn Carr (Showell Styles) and others use the hills as a background to
blood and thunder or whatever, and as a person who reads relatively few
novels I find they do not attract; nor do the larger novels of James
Ramsay Ullman, though I did quite enjoy 'And Not To Yield'. I also
enjoyed 'The Eiger Sanction'; I found a tatty copy which looked as though
it had been soaked in chip fat, and despite guessing who the baddy was it
helped to while away part of a rain-soaked week in Glen Brittle; but
perhaps anything helps a wet August in Skye. Quite different is Elizabeth
Coxhead's 'One Green Bottle', which, despite its unsatisfactory ending (or
is it artistically satisfactory?) I gather conveys well the feeling of the postwar Idwal Youth Hostel group, which was where it all happened as far as
North Wales was concerned in those days (no, I was not there!) It certainly
feels real; back to relating again, perhaps Cathy's early struggle to learn to
climb mirrored one's own.
Despite personal and particular favourites about the climbing scene in
the U.K., such as 'Snowdon Biography', Gwen Mortal's Two Star Red',
and Millward and Robinson's study of the Lake District, books about
Scotland seem to attract more and more, as Scotland seems more and more
a desirable place to climb and its hills desirable to explore. The present
state of the Highlands is inextricably bound up with its history, and one
cannot but help noticing the deserted glens with the occasional tumbledown croft or even just the flat patch of grass with the solitary rowan,
which shows where once a glen was populated by even hundreds of people
in crofting communities; now they stand bare and empty, sometimes
almost empty even of the sheep which were one of the reasons for ridding
the valleys of their humans. If intrigued by this and the whole feeling of
the Highlands, then John Prebble's historical trilogy 'Glencoe', 'Culloden'
and 'The Highland Clearances', are required reading. I read them in
totally the wrong order, leaving until last the one I thought would be the
least interesting, 'Culloden'. In fact, it turned out to be the best, easier to
grasp and less wordy, and indeed relates the origins of the current state of
.
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And now the eight for the desert island; strictly this month's choice,
it could be different next month.
Herman Buhl
'Naga Parbat Pilgrimage'
h Brown
Hamis
'Hamish's Mountain Walk'
ton
Boning
Chris
'Everest the Hard Way'
'Hard Rock'
Ken Wilson
Chris Jones
'Climbing in North America'
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Tom Patey
'One Man's Mountains'
Adam Watson
'The Cairngorms'
(representative of the S.M.C. District Guides)
Ken Wilson
'The Games Climbers Play'
(only because it contains more pages than
Mike Wards' anthology).

WHERE WERE THE SNOWS

OF YESTERDAY?

Baf Jones
There was a great crashing from behind as Mike sent a few tons of rock to
the glacier. We froze in our 'steps' on a seventy (it felt like ninety) degree
disintegrating scree slope just below the crest of the north-east ridge of
Mount Athabasca.
It was Bob's fault really. I ought to have known better than to be
persuaded by his eloquence (and that of Dave) and stayed at home and bred
courgettes or sea-kail or something. But no, I had to fly to Calgary to
climb in the deserted Rockies, the haunt of Collie and Stutfield and other
greats of the Golden Age. We had been chauffered around by Super Wal,
in a panel-truck which proved to be a boon but only just held eight climbers
and their gear, and we were camping at Wilcox Creek on the Icefields
Parkway in Jasper National Park.
Mount Athabasca lay to the south-west of our camp, in fact just across
the road and we had spent the previous evening planning, changing our
minds, packing sacks and emptying them. We were to be five on the route,
Roger (Super Wal), Dave, Stephen, Mike and me. The vertical height
difference is 4,500 feet and the distance some 4 miles from the road to the
summit; a piece of cake! Nine hours at the most. We retired fairly late.
I surfaced in the morning to the sound of Super Wal throwing bacon
into a pan and urging us to get moving; like Macbeth, he had murdered
sleep! I forced down bacon, eggs, bread and marmalade then threw my
sack and myself into a corner of the truck why does Mike take up so
much room? for the few miles to the drop-off point, leaving Bob,
Stuart and Richard to their off-day. At 7.30 a.m. we began the walk to the
col at the foot of the ridge, first over moraine ridges and then onto a dry
section of the glacier with a fair number of crevasses. We roped when we
reached the snow-covered area beneath the ridge and arrived at the col
and looked around.
To the right, north-west, of the ridge was the normal route with a
couple of parties moving upwards through a heavily-crevassed area. There
was less snow than usual in the Rockies in 1978 and certainly less than on
Collie's first ascent eighty years previously, and in consequence the bare
ridge above us looked to be a scramble. In fact it turned out to be repulsive! We zig-zagged continually to find the least unpleasant line up
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Mount Athabasca The North Ridge route crosses the lower left corner of the glacier
then climbs the left hand ridge

Peter Wild
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scree and small rock steps with scarcely one sound hold in a hundred feet.
Super Wal, living up to his name, was always in the lead; we others strove
to catch him but in vain. At one point I collapsed onto a rubble-covered
ledge beside its other occupant.
"Holiday?" said Stephen.
This word was to be used frequently on the ridge as we bombarded
each other and pursued the elusive Wallis.
The rope was used once more on the ascent, on a loose vertical corner,
and for the rest of the time we climbed unroped. There was no sound rock
let alone a sound belay. I have climbed on rotten rock but this was the
worst that I had encountered. The pale aspects of the others revealed that
they were not entirely at ease.
As we neared the summit we met a steepening snow arete leading to a
short, black wall which looked almost solid and barred the way ahead. I
had almost caught up with Super Wal and was able to watch a masterly
piece of one-handed step cutting as he traversed below the wall on steep
snow-ice to easier ground. As I followed, Stephen tentatively suggested
that we ought to rop&but neither of us had one. "Holiday?" he muttered
as he followed me.
During most of our time on the ridge Dave had been with Mike who
was not moving too quickly. This did not surprise me as his green sack
looking like a fat slug, was so heavy that I could barely lift it; it was
rumoured to contain six of everything. In fact Mike was so exhausted by
carrying this burden that he conned Dave into giving him a Mars bar to
get him up the snow arete: Mike ought to be called Equipment Man. They
joined we three on the summit at about 4.30 p.m. I know now why people
recommend that you go to the Rockies next year. If you wait too long they
may have fallen down.
There was a small cold wind blowing and the views were not very good
so we did not linger. It was, however, sobering to think that in the visible
radius of fifty to sixty miles all round there was probably no other party on
any summit at that moment. We were to descend by the North Athabasca
glacier and had had good opportunity to study the heavily-crevassed
route. There were some large slots to cross with a particularly nasty maneating section some one thousand feet below us.
Roping, we crossed the summit snows, traversed a pleasant arete,
cramponed down two hundred feet of large boulders, swung righthanded downwards and headed for the crevasses. Stephen led and, as he
had a horror of benightment, set a cracking pace. We leapt and traversed
and back-tracked, ul on one rope with abou; thirty feei between each man.
Our longest jump came near to a record for pair jumping. Mike tripped on
landing, his sack driving his face into the snow and the short rope almost
catapulting Dave into mid-air and beyond. Holiday ? A final long traverse
parallel to the crevasses led to dry ice and the removal of the rope. We
wandered down onto the moraine to the waiting transport as twilight was
falling. It was 8 p.m. and the end of a superb day.
-
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A SKI MOUNTAINEERING COURSE IN
SWITZERLAND
Ken Townsend
WHY I WENT

An interest in fell walking, gentle rock climbing, holiday skiing and some
snow and ice visits to Scotland spanning twenty years must fit one for
something and about three years ago I decided that something was Skimountaineering/Touring.
A modest beginning, day touring in Scotland with fellow-member
Brian Ward and a chance meeting with a member of the Eagles Ski Club
whetted my appetite so I joined the Eagles and booked a place on their
1979 Intermediate Ski-mountaineering Course run by the Andermatt
Guide, Martin Epp.
THE COURSE ASSEMBLES

I arrived in Andermatt three days early to get in some skiing practice, but
unfortunately for two of those days the weather was terrible. However,
on the one decent day we did the Gemstock Glacier run, which is certainly
the best in Andermatt, although somewhat bare and icy in the bottom
section. The Course assembled on the Sunday evening at the Touristenlage,
a superior youth hostel in the village of Ho^pental and consisted of two
other Eagles, Tony Graham and Patrick Bailey, ten Swiss and an East
German. There were also two more guides, one a probationer the
redoubtable Irwin (who later carried a five-gallon drum of water through
waist deep snow up to the Sidelon Hut from the lake below a feat
which proved a considerable problem for Tony Graham and I together).
Our equipment was checked and we were issued with personal avalanche
shovels and "Autophons", small radio transmitter/receivers emitting a
constant bleep on transmit enabling avalanche victims to be rapidly
located.
THE FIRST FULL DAY

Monday dawned overcast and it was raining, nevertheless Martin decided
to stick to schedule and attempt the Winterhorn, 2,660m.
We left Hospental at 9 a.m. and took the "T'-bar (shame!) which
ascends the ridge for a short distance. Heavy wet snow gradually superceded the rain and at 2,260m. whiteout conditions prevailed; it was too
dangerous to continue, so we retreated to the top of the "T" skiing with
difficulty in heavy wet snow and not without several tumbles, all fortunately without injury. Owing to lack of hardy customers the lift was dosed, so
we used the building for shelter and had lunch. Martin Epp then instructed
us hi the use of our "Autophons", following which everyone had to find
one and subsequently two buried instruments. This was mostly
accomplished without difficulty principally due to a clear and precise
demonstration. To round off, Martin found in an astounding nine minutes,
six Autophons which we had haphazardly buried. Throughout the time we
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were engaged on the Autophon training we could hear avalanches, including a very large one which reached almost to the Andermatt/
Hospental road.
TO THE ALBERT HE1M HUT

Tuesday brought better weather and a good forecast, so having been
driven to Realp by car, we set off on the 10km. climb to the Albert Heim
Hut at 10 a.m. carrying food for the night and also fresh food for the
remainder of the week which was to be spent at the Sidelen Hut. The sun
shone in a clear blue sky and in spite of precautions most of us got minor
burns, mostly on the backs of hands. I had read somewhere that the
problem .of thirst can be alleviated by chewing prunes, then sucking the
stones and I found this to be largely true and did not suffer any "side"
effects!
During the afternoon we encountered several sections which caused
Martin to be concerned about slides so we climbed at minimum 10m.
intervals. However, nothing untoward occurred and we arrived safely at
the hut around 16.00 hours.
The Albert Heim Hut is unwardened during the winter and before the
wood-burning cooking range could be lit, Martin had to climb onto the
roof to clear the chimney with avalanche sounding rods, by which time
we were gasping for tea to replace some of the fluid lost on the climb.
The Albert Heim Hut is magnificently situated on an isolated crag and
besides a panoramic view, boasts an exciting loo with a very steep, icy
approach. A fixed rope in the guise of a conveniently-sited wire guy
supporting the anemometer is necessary to prevent a fast approach which
would undoubtedly take one straight through the open door and the back
of the flimsy shed perched on the edge of a precipice!
Later that evening we dined magnificently by candlelight on pea soup
and sausages with a pasta liberally dosed with butter and cheese, complimented by a curry-like sauce.
The night was very cold and despite plentiful blankets, several members
of the party spent an uncomfortable night and I was thankful that the one
luxury in my rucksack was a lightweight, down sleeping-bag.
ON TO THE SIDELEN HUT

We left the hut the following morning at 10.00 hours bound for the
Sidelen Hut by way of the Tiefon Galcier. The sun was shining but behind
thin cloud and the snow was much better for skiing. A spectacular ice-fall
was passed during the crossing of the glacier, made in an area Martin knew
to be free of crevasses. We ascended the Unter Bielenlucke, where we left
our sacks and climbed on skis almost to the summit of the Kleine
fiielenhorn, 2,940m., the last few metres being accomplished without skis.
We had a wonderful ski back to collect the sacks and on down to Martin's
marvellous Sidelen Hut, arriving for lunch at about 13.00 hours; lunch
was followed by a lecture on snowcraft and avalanches.
:
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SNOWBOUND IN THE SIDELEN HUT

Then it began to snow and was to continue to do so with very few breaks
for three days causing the cancellation of our two projected day tours to
the Kleine Furkahofn and the Tiefenstock,
The time was spent in attempting to keep the environs of the hut free
from drifting snow, digging out the "Road to the Loo" and collecting
water from the lake; both of which were a considerable distance away.
The lake did not have much ice cover but was beneath about four feet of
snow; Autophons were compulsory wearing for those engaged on these
tasks.
Naturally our scheduled lectures continued and included equipment,
building an emergency sledge and how to construct snow-holes and igloos.
Card playing became a favourite pastime and we were introduced to the
Swiss Whist-like game of Jass; Martin however, had a distinct preference
for Poker and Liar Dice!
RESCUED BY HELICOPTER

By Saturday morning it was obvious that when it stopped snowing, due to
the enormous depth of snow, several days of fine, cold weather would be
necessary to make safe our return to Realp. Martin had another course
beginning the next day and for several of us a Monday return to work was
imperative. It was therefore decided that as the hut was equipped with
V.H.F. radio, we would try to arrange helicopter evacuation. The Swiss
claimed that their Rettungsflugwacht insurance covered this eventuality;
ours only provided payment for helicopter in case of injury or illness, so we
were very apprehensive about the possible cost. Unfortunately we did not
discovei if the Swiss insurance does strictly cover this situation as little
information was forthcoming from Martin or the others, because they
generously insisted on contributing equally towards the cost. Our assessment is that the "rescue" was only undertaken because Martin Epp's
eminent position in Andermatt enabled him to persuade the military and
insurance authorities and that normally they would not have acquiesced.
In the event everybody contributed about £10 so we assume that the £170
so collected was to pay for the three of us without Rettungsflugwacht
insurance.
As soon as we knew the helicopter would come, packing, hut cleaning
and preparing a landing pad became urgent priorities. The pad was made
by treading down an area of snow and marking it with ski-poles to which
we attached coloured plastic bags as flags.
The Alouette 3-jet helicopter arrived amid much excitement and
billowing snow; I was amazed that a landing could be made in such poor
visibility. By leaving the winch man in the hut until the last trip, five runs
were necessary for the evacuation to Andermatt. Martin Epp, ever watchful
to turn situations to advantage, radioed the military establishment and
arranged for them to purchase bottled gas, tinned food, wine, etc., and
this was loaded into the helicopter for its return trips to the hut.
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Tony Graham was on my flight and unfortunately someone told the
youthful pilot, who bristled with impressive badges, that Tony flew
Tridents for British Airways. We were therefore treated to a display of
helicopter aerobatics which included flying under the cablecar wires and
a steeply-banked landing, which left my stomach at some height above
the landing pad!
SUMMING up
The course had been very enjoyable, some good friends were made and the
bad weather and "rescue" provided interesting and valuable experience,
although obviously on a future occasion I would prefer to do much more
skiing. Martin Epp instilled great confidence and his lectures were very
informative and obviously based on a wealth of experience. The three of us
have booked to go on his two-week advanced course in 1980.
EQUIPMENT

As a beginner in this field who has acquired a little knowledge, 1 thought a
few notes about equipment might help anyone to take up ski-mountaineering/touring.
I have Vibram-soled, San Marco double boots which are comfortable .
to walk in (I did a long day walk in the Arans before I went to Switzerland)
and the inners are useful iri the huts. The support for downhill skiing is not
as good as that provided by a conventional ski boot but is adequate
after a little practice. Users of leather ski-boots will scoff at the latter
remarks.
My plate bindings are Gertsch G70 which have unlimited heel lift for
climbing and these I could not fault. Martin Epp reckons the G70/San
Marco combination to be the best available at the present time. He also
insists on ski stoppers rather than safety straps, which are dangerous in
avalanches; a lost ski being preferable to broken limbs; for the same reason
wrist straps should not be used on poles.
My conventional compacts 180cm. Dynastar Pulsars, were perfectly
satisfactory although there are special mountaineering skis available.
I have a Berghaus Cyclops with integral frame to which 1 have added
some home made aluminium brackets to carry skis. The one item of
equipment on which I am undecided is skins. Most people on the course
used the stick-on variety, mine strap on. I did have some trouble with snow
accumulating between the skin and the ski but stick-ons are three times as
expensive and require greater care and maintenance.
GARDYLOO

BUTTRESS
Rick Alien

The winters of 1959 and '60 saw a burst of activity on Scottish ice which
established a number of very fine routes, some of which waited twelve
years for the front-pointing era to be repeated. One such route was
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Gardyloo Buttress, a product of the Marshall-Smith team. It starts high in
Observatory Gully and is not as long or well known as the great Nevis
faces and gullies which are passed in order to reach it. The reputation of
this route has survived remarkably intact in these days of efficient iceclimbing weapons and its aura of mystery exerted a powerful attraction
on me.
By early March I was beginning to despair of the winter when the
prevailing westerly troughs were interrupted by a northerly ridge. A hasty
call to Noel in Fort William and on Friday evening I was coaxing the
'Bus' around the Lomond-side bends under a clear sky.
For once it is not one of my infamous pre-dawn starts. I close my mind
to the Allt a 'Mhuilinn bogs and my ill-fitting boots and find Noel sitting
on a gas cylinder outside the C.l.C. Hut some time la^r. Observatory
Gully is full of icy avalanche debris half buried in powder and I am
perspiring profusely. Cloud has obscured the great ridges around us and
in the oppressive atmosphere we take turns at breaking the trail.
At the foot of Gardyloo Buttress we make a few discoveries.
"There is no film in my camera." Great.
"Noel, where is your rope?"
."It is on the gas cylinder a thousand feet below. I am not going back
now, we'll make do with yours."
He wouldn't say it quite like that if he knew that rope's history.
"Do you know where the route goes?"
"No, I thought you did."
"I think it follows a groove leftwards," says Noel, eyeing a thinly-iced
overhanging corner.
I grab the first lead up some easily-angled but insecure feeling snow
and traverse across to the foot of an alarmingly steep groove. Noel follows
me and disappears round the corner on the left into the groove. The rope
moves out slowly and soon a cascade of debris indicates that he is
excavating a stance. Eventually the slack is taken in and I shuffle off my
comfortable perch. After a few teetering steps on front points I begin to
appreciate the security of the 'terror' placements, the blood surges painfully back through my hands and with it comes confidence. Noel is belayed
to a couple of ice-screws in the back of the groove and indicates that he
is happy to stay there.
1 step out onto the heavily-plated left wall of the groove and spend
ages placing an ice-screw. Above and to the right is a snow-cave in which
several parties have belayed but this is where Smith went, up and left on
beautiful, sugar-coated water-ice. Off the wall and onto softer snow again,
two axes have a distinct advantage over a hammer and an axe on these
unstable patches. As I run out the rope the cloud begins to break up
revealing the slopes of Cam Mor Dearg over my shoulder and the iceplastered walls near at hand. The buttress drops away dramatically and in
this breathtaking position 1 belay to a couple of tied-off tubular screws.
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Noel moves on up, places a couple of screws and sits back on one.
"I am winding myself up for this one," he says.
It doesn't look much from where I am; I change feet on my nick in the
ice, laughingly called a stance, and carry on chewing dates. He begins to
move right and, looking directly upwards, I am fascinated to watch his
back arched away from the bulging ice-wall.
My turn. Good, moderately-angled ice takes me to Noel's resting
place. A short, awkward groove leads to a narrow shelf of unconsolidated
snow beneath the ice-wall. Judging the angle of an ice-pitch is a notoriously subjective business and most people are prone to exaggerate. The quality
of the ice is usually more relevant and this stuff 'is not bad', the highest
accolade permitted North of the Border. It is certainly the most taxing
pitch I have ever encountered, no way to bridge out to relieve the steepness,
just make sure of every axe placement and stay cool. My arms are aching
as the angle relents and I arrive at the belay.
"I assume that was the srux."
"It had better be."
Another ropes length leads across an encrusted slab into a funnel
below the cornice. Noel methodically demolishes the last obstacle and I
soon join him on the plateau where a fierce wind greets us.
We admire the wintry panorama and sayour the momentary elation.
It is worth the extra effort to cover the last few yards to the summit, even
if you have lost count of the number of times you have been there. A few
words are exchanged with another party before heading back across the
plateau, following the cornice at a respectful distance to the top of Number
Four Gully. We drop out of the wind and begin to descend. We have had
a rare day.
Next morning the westerlies have returned and the Ben is shrouded in
driving rain.

MOUNT EDITH CAVELL
Dave Roberts

With the relatively short time of three weeks for a climbing holiday in the
Canadian Rockies, perhaps the only logical thing to do is to concentrate on
the peaks which are accessible and attractive, easy enough to give some
likelihood of success but difficult enough to make you work. Under the
circumstances, better to have great fun trips up Athabasca, Hungabee and
Sir Donald, than frightening failures on multi-day collapsing north walls.
Mount Edith Cavell was, to us, an obvious choice. It stands a short
distance from Jasper, easily visible from the village, the highest peak for
miles around and certainly one of the most impressive.
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Apart from a few itinerant bands of Cree and Blackfoot Indians, the
Canadian Rockies had no indigenous inhabitants. The first people to
explore the Rockies came as outsiders concerned firstly with the fur trade
and later with the surveying of routes for the Candian Pacific Railway.
Mountains which were far from passes and through routes were left
almost undiscovered until the advent of the mountaineers of the early
years of this century. Some of the finest of the Rockies' peaks are rather
retiring; not so Edith Cavell. To the north it is flanked by the Whirlpool
River, which runs up to the Athabasca Pass, first crossed in the early
nineteenth century by David Thompson, and for a long time a through
route for the fur traders of French Canadian origin, the voyageurs, to
whom it was Montagne de le Grand Traverse. It was more formally
christened Mount Fitzhugh, then Mount Geikie before being named in
honour of Nurse Cavell (Mount Geikie is now the name of a mountain in
the Frazer-Rampart Group to the west, on the Alberta-British Columbia
border.) Despite its close proximity to the Athabasca Pass and to Jasper,
the few climbers of the turn of the century, such as Collie, Stutfield and
Outram seem not to have had a go at it. Mumm was driven back by a snowstorm in 1913, when not far from the top, after a bushwhacking approach
of several days; in 1915 Gilmour and Holway climbed it by the West Ridge.
For the modern climber, accustomed perhaps to wasting the minimum
amount of time on approaches, this route is not all that attractive, as it
requires a circuitous approach over several miles of track from the roadhead, round to the Verdant Pass on the mountain's far side. Far more
attractive is the East Ridge, first climbed in 1924; attractive in that it starts
at the car park (though that is a pretty remote place in itself) and is
generally held to be a far finer route as well as harder. We found a couple
of parties doing the East-West Traverse. Traversing a mountain is always
an elegant day, but this traverse involves a long trudge back at the end to
one's transport. Perhaps they did not fancy reversing the East Ridge.
The MAM party who visited the area in 1974 had got off to a flying
start by climbing Mount Athabasca by the North Glacier Route (the
vote normale), an ascent made easy by plentiful snow cover which kindly
hid the man-eating crevasses we found in 1978.
From Jasper, Mount Edith Cavell was so obvious, and the guidebook
so persuasive that it had to be our second mountain. Enquiries at the Park
Office produced a pessimistic ranger who said that there was too much
snow (it looked about right), that the weather was unsettled (it looked
perfect) and that it had not been climbed yet that year (we could not argue
with that one, but, so what?). He must have been one of that strange breed
of North American Park Officials which seeks to attract people to their
Parks and then tries to stop them doing anything worth doing. Further
enquiries took us to his boss, the ex-guide, Willi Pfisterer, whose reaction
was: "You want to climb it? O.K., go climb it!"
So we went. The guidebook suggests 10 hours up, so an early start was
called for early enough nearly to wipe out a bear marauding in the camp
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garbage dump; though had Dave succeeded in actually hitting it, it might
have wiped out the car.
We had had a quick recce of the start of the route the previous day, so
from the roadhead we staggered off up the moraine in the pre-dawn gloom.
The route rises about 4,500 feet and naturally falls into five sections.
First is moraine, then a long steepening snowfield to a col. From here a
great broken buttress rises to a horizontal ridge which steadily gets
narrower until the final steeper ridge to the summit.
Dawn broke while we were groping about on the moraine and the sun
came up as we slowly made our way up the iron-hard snow to the col. By
the time we started up the big buttress it was a sunny morning; we were a
big party and moved at a relaxed speed. Near the top of the buttress
patches of old unstable snow held us up somewhat, and it was getting on
for midday by the time we were on the horizontal section. We could see
that the last ridge was fairly well covered in snow and possibly verglas;
where the horizontal ridge narrowed, big bosses of snow mushroomed in
the way. Now mist drifted across and the temperature dropped. At the
snow bosses we roped up in pairs. Bob Robinson and Bob Lyon were in
front and we al) sheltered from the wind and watched them. They eventually got onto the top of an alarmingly unsupported[snow bulge at the foot
of the first and steepest part of the final ridge. Here they stopped and
scratched at the snow, moaning and groaning at us for eating while they
were working. Then the snow showers started, so it was to hell with it and
down, and wetly at that, a descent enlivened mainly by Gay Dickson
carefully stepping onto the snow slope from the col and ending up about
600 feet lower down in a welter of arms, legs, axe and rucksac. As she said,
the only way, really.
It proved to be our only set-back of the trip, and Bob muttered about
that all the way through.
In 1978 we visited the Rockies again. After a highly energetic week in
the Selkirks we found ourselves once again at the Columbia Icefield. There
was not much doubt that Bob was going to have a go at Edith Cavell again;
I felt much the same way. On our first day at the Icefield, he, Stuart and
Richard had a rest day to gird up the loins for it, while the rest of us made
a very hairy traverse of Mount Athabasca.
Roger was going back to Toronto for a few days, leaving to catch the
7.00 a.m. bus from Jasper to Edmonton in order to get a plane. The idea
was that he would be dropped off in Jasper and that Bob's party would
then drive up to the Cavell roadhead, with me to ferry the van back to
camp. At that time 1 was, in fact, sleeping in the back of the van; it was
roomy, comfortable with foamies, in with the food and bearproof. After a
gripping day on Athbasca and a load of wine I was still semi-comatose
when they set off'; I was woken by a box of food cascading over my head as
Roger powered the van down the curves of the Sunwapta Pass, and spent
the rest of the trip picking tins out of my sleeping-bag.
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It must have been about 7.30 a.m. by the time they set off from the
Cavell roadhead; despite the guidebook suggestion of ten hours up for the
route, Bob suggested we pick them up at about 8.00 p.m. A bit optimistic
perhaps still, we would see.
I picked up the rest of the team and we spent the rest of the day in
Jasper, buying food, eating hamburgers, Watching trains and glooming at
the Canadian beer strike.
Well before schedule we arrived at the Cavell roadhead and waited;
and waited; and waited. It is a good place to fester a few hours though.
Quiet, lonely, pine forest on the one side running up onto moraine on the
other, with a tiny glacial lake under the spectacular Angel Glacier which
tumbles from Edith Cavell's North face. At the end of the moraines, the
whole of the East Ridge ran up in front of our eyes. We read and dozed,
played with the chipmunks, avoided the mosquitoes, and waited. As the
light left the valley, its last rays shone even brighter on the last snow
aretes. I wandered up to the memorial to Nurse Cavell on the moraine
high on the snow patches of the horizontal section of the ridge there were
three of the tiniest moving dots. Our lot? If so, they were in for benightment. (We heard later that it was somewhere about that time that Stuart
had stopped, lit his pipe, looked around, and uttered the memorable
phrase, "What a lovely afternoon!" Bob and Richard nearly pushed him
over the edge.)
It got dark and the temperature dropped sharply. We were in a bit of a
dilemma; should we wait for them to stagger down; could we assume they
were bivouacing, in which case we could return to camp for a warm night
and get back to meet them; or what? In the end we stayed, shivering.
Mike was worst off, in the tiny shorts he wore to show his bulging thighs to
advantage, and a M A M T-shirt. Now, everyone knows that the MAM
T-shirt is the best in the world, but it is not all that warm. Roger had left
his gear in the van against his return, so we invaded that. Mike ended best
off in the end in his sleeping-bag, the rest of us in sundry, grubby sweaters
and the most filthy, tatty Duvet in the world. Rog. later told us that he
uses it for repairing motors in the frozen North.
We were woken from fitful dozing at about 3.00 a.m. by three gaunt
apparitions hammering to be let in. They had more or less got down to the
col before it got really dark, had had to take the snow slope really carefully and had spent the rest of the time lurching round the trackless
moraines trying to find a way down, hampered by a torch shortage.
Stuart's torch had packed up on the descent from Mount Sir Donald, so I
had lent him mine and that had rapidly given in too.
There was no way we were going to do much next day (or later the
same day, whichever way you look at it). One of our plans had been a
two or three day trip across the Columbia Icefield to climb Mount
Columbia, but rumour had it that the Icefield was in an unusually
crevassed state, and the approach route through the icefall of the
Athabasca Glacier looked a bit gripping. By teatime. Sieve, Baf, Mike and
sixty
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myself had decided that we should do Mount Edith Cavell in our turn, and
prevailed upon the others to run us to the roadhead, the idea being that we
would do the section of the route to the col that evening, and bivouac there
in order to be less rushed next day. This seems to be a regular way of doing
it, Bob's party had seen a party of Americans settled in there as they had
come down.
The guidebook time to the col is three hours. We rushed off up the
moraine with one and a half hours to dark. At the last trickle of water we
filled a bottle for a brew at the bivouac and started up the snow. With the
sun off it, the snow was really hard but with various lines of good steps.
Baf and Steve wisely stopped to put their crampons on, so Mike and I
slowly forged ahead. It was obviously a race against darkness and about
SO feet below the top of the slope everything seemed to happen at once.
The light suddenly went, it got very cold, the slope became uncomfortably
steep and the snow turned to ice where the maximum freeze/thaw effect
had been at the lip of the col. Mike and I found ourselves a few feet apart
on parallel lines, in shirtsleeves, crampons in our sacks, gingerly cutting
steps one-handed by feel. I suppose we deserved the rude remarks of
Messrs Jones and Padfield.
On the col a few shadowy humps behind a little wall of stones revealed
a bivouacing party. From my visit of four years before I remembered that
the col had a sort of flat upper tier, so we felt our way up to that. We
Cleared loose stones to make a little wall to protect the stove, left Mike
brewing up and then cleared an area to make a five-star bivvi spot.
So comfortable was it that we dozed on and were not ready to go until
much before 8.00 a.m. By that time we had been overtaken by two parties
of puffing, weary-looking Americans who had started from the roadhead
before first light. They all intended to traverse the mountain, a rather long,
tedious way round. We crammed our biwi gear into one bag, stashed it
under a big boulder and slowly warmed ourselves up on. the route. We
were at the bottom of the big buttress, about 1,500 feet of it, sustained
scrambling up walls and little chimneys, with a constant questing about
for the best route. Near the top, the angle eased, and a slippery snow arete
led to easier rocks and then to the horizontal section. This is easy going
along a ridge which steadily gets narrower and as it does so collects snow
patches, well corniced on the right and dropping steeply on the left. Over
the cornices to the right the steepness and length of the drop down to the
little glacial lake on the Cavell Glacier above the carpark was'impressive,
to say the least.
Second breakfast-cum-lunch was taken on a patch of rocks on this
section. I changed a film in my camera and wound the rewind crank backwards, thereby unscrewing it and dropping a vital screw down a crack in
the jock. Mike is never one to let a ton or two of rock to get in his way, and
supervised quarrying until the screw was recovered.
Such diversions over, we made our way up scrambling and snow ridges
to the foot of the fina^ narrow buttress. The first part of this is the hardest,
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a rounded, though distinct arete of about 180 feet, not at all hard, but
exposed enough to make us rope up to do it in a couple of pitches. Near
the top a few scattered pegs and shiny new lengths of tubular tape were
collected from where they mysteriously sprouted from the rock. We heard
from Bob's party that they had not been there two days before; presumably
the Americans they had seen bivouacing on the col had left them, perhaps
to safeguard a descent. If so, why had the Americans in front of us not
collected them? Where was the new all-clean, all-American ethic?
This steep section had been on excellent rock, but where the angle
eased a little it became rather loose for the last 700 feet or so. Eventually
we put the rope on for the last rather rotten-looking snow arete, which led
up to a cornice, neatly breached by a Robinson-shaped gap, and then the
summit. There are, in fact, two summits, connected by a long ridge with a
shallow dip. We were rather cold; we had been watching odd showers
chasing across to the north, so held a rapid committee meeting which
unanimously declared our top to be the true summit. (Both map and guide
are silent on the subject).
By comparison with Bob's party we had time to laze, but the cold wind
and threatening weather drove us down. Visibility was not too good, but
Mount Hooker stood out clearly, heavily draped in snow, standing over
the Athabasca Pass at the head of the Whirlpool River. Mount Hooker
featured greatly in the early explorations of the area, its first estimated
height being 17,000 feet. Following climbers and surveyors drove themselves to distraction looking for such a giant, until the 17,000-footer was
identified with Mount Hooker a mere 10,700 feet.
It was a fairly quick descent; Mike nearly broke all time records when
he wandered off route to one side of the upper buttress and stepped down
onto a ledge which promptly took off for the Cavell Glacier, 3,000 feet
below; a lightning mantelshelf onto the scree he had just left saved the
day, but he was as white as a sheet when he rejoined us! The cold conditions had made the steep snow patch at the top of the big lower buttress
quite hard and slippery and this held us up a bit. Below that, the, buttress
allowed rapid descent apart from some very minor route-finding queries,
and we were fairly soon picking up our biwi gear at the col,
With the memory of the icy top of the snow slope we put on crampons
before carefully walking over the edge. It is an odd snow slope, while
steep it is straightforward; even so, I tumbled a couple of hundred feet and
Mike went a hundred or so. He threw caution to the winds and went
galloping and whooping down it like the demented yahoo which haunts
the Rockies. With the benefit of daylight picking through the moraine
until a path was struck was easy. There we met a slow marmot. I say slow,
because it allowed us to approach to within a few yards and then lumbered
off down the path, keeping no more than a few feet in front, for at least
50 yards, before wandering into some scrub. Anyone for jugged marmot?
As the Rockies marmots seem to be about twice the size of the Alpine
ones, it was an unusual encounter.
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We got to the carpark after a twelve-hour day; not bad for the course.
We were well on the way to persuading Mike's cantankerous stove into a
brew up by the time the others arrived.
I do not mind saying that I was immensely pleased by the day. Edith
Cavell is a great mountain, and getting up it after a defeat previously was
deeply satisfying. In fact, everyone was on a high. No way was it going to
be a canned or freeze-dried night, it was going to be a fresh steak night.
By the time we had hit Jasper and then disentangled ourselves from it and
driven up the Sunwapta Pass to our camp, it was some unknown time, and
the local delinquent bear had'raided our food. No matter, the raving
loonies in the party chased it round the camp-ground at dawn when it
came back for more, while I quaked in my pit.
A NOVICE ON THE VIGNEMALE
Sarah White

Gaston Rebuffat's bumper funbook dictated the general trend of the
holiday, and route 68, the North-West Spur of the Pointe de Chosenque
was our Sportsplan.
We arrived early at the refuge; morale was high, but the cloud was low
andourclimbwas not to be seen. John pitched his tent on the flat boulderstrewn plateau nearby, wisely saving himself from the midnight attentions
of two dark strangers. After this the night passed peacefully. 5.30 a.m.
brought us a glimpse of our climb, and by breakfast time we could see it
the largest North Face in the French Pyrenees.
While crossing the glacier, Graham announced that he had an "early
morning sick feeling". I didn't feel too good myself. "What," I thought, "is
this T.D. lark going to involve? Willison knows what it's all about," I
reassured myself, and as I obviously didn't, I remained silent.
At the end of the glacier we encountered our premiere problems; a
bottomless crevasse separated the glacier snows from the couloir above,
save for one single, narrow, hump-backed snowbridge, reminiscent of a
Cumberpatch cartoon. Never in all my wildest dreams, did I imagine that
one day the cartoon would become a reality. "One small step for Willison,
one giant leap for me."
In silence we uncoiled the ropes, my muesli performing cartwheels
inside my stomach. I handed Graham the top ends of the ropes with that
feigned casual air which one tends to adopt when one has no wish to
discuss the order of play. To my horror he just as casually handed them
back. "It is customary," he began in his cool, pedagogic tone, "for the
lighter person to cross the snowbridge first." There was no way 1 could
dispute the outstanding logic of this statement.
My mission accomplished, I found myself cramponing up slabby,
verglassed rock, my eyes searching desperately for some form of protection.
sixty-four- .
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There was none, until thankfully, as the rope ran out, a single crack
appeared, and I hastily constructed my first ever peg belay, totally unaware of the hazards that lay 50 feet above me. I was directly below an
icefall which was mercilessly spitting large particles of rock and ice with
the same enthusiasm that John and Graham had previously shown when
spitting grape pips; but these were 1000 times the size of grape pips, and I
was directly in the firing line.
Graham wisely removed his crampons, climbed towards me, collected
his 101 runners and led through. As he disappeared from view a thunderlike roar could be heard as a similar nearby icefall collapsed completely
and avalanched down the glacier. I peered helplessly upwards, and
wondered how much longer I had to live.
The ropes became tight, I whipped off the belay, climbed an awkward
layback crack and joined Graham. The snows above provided easier
ground, so we moved together until we reached the edge of the rock spur
which provided the main part of the ascent.
The initial climbing was straightfoiwaid, and the stances abundant in
peg belays, mostly in place. We soon arrived at the foot of the first vertical
wall. Graham launched himself upward with the aid of my impotent
moac (his words; we can't all affoid wire runners), climbed the wall,
traversed left and disappeared from view. The next pitch was the crux, so
I generously suggested thai: he stayed in the lead. I attached myself to the
excellent peg belays and he set off. "It's a soft touch for five sup!" he said,
as the rope slowly inched out. I laughed, took a few action pictures and
wondered what delights lay in store. When the summons came, I followed,
leaving the pegs behind. The pitch was a delicate slab, poorly piotected,
but very enjoyable on the blunt end of the rope.
Aftet seveial mildei mnouts we paused on a ledge for refreshments.
Graham with his peanuts, Smarties, fruitcake and many other delicacies,
myself with multitudinous melting Mars bars.
We had started the day with four pegs between us and 1 was now
carrying only one. It was only when Graham announced that he had one
peg left so "could I hand him the rest", that the awful truth dawned on me.
How was I going to confess to this expert that I had accidentally left the
pegs he required in the belay several hundred feet below? Feeling once
again the incompetence of my youth, I swallowed hard, confessed all,
promised to buy some more and suggested that our 101 runners might do
instead!
For several hours we climbed uninteresting loose rock, containing
many chimneys and, higher up, greenish veins. Eventually we unroped and
scrambled up the final 100 feet to the summit. On the glacier we were
joined by five talkative natives who had climbed two adjacent buttresses.
They asked us questions we didn't understand, gave us chewing gum, and
ran down the glacier.
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The next morning we rejoined the others at the campsite in Luz
and later the same day we visited the climbing shop, where I
Sauveur,
St
purchased two pitons, whilst Graham regaled the shop assistant with
details of my misadventure.
KENYAN SAFARI

Dave Hughes

Mount Kenya is the finest of all African peaks. Although somewhat lower
than its bulky neighbour, Kilimanjaro, it rises up 17,000 feet out of the
Kenyan plains to culminate in the twin summits of Batian and Nelion.
The gap separating these two summits is known as the "Gate of the
Mists", a very apt description as the afternoon cloud swirls to and fro
round the peak.
The history of climbing on Mount Kenya is little known in Britain,
although lain Alien's accounts in the latest editions of "Mountain" have
endeavoured to trace recent developments. The mountain was first seen by
Europeans in 1849 and a missionary, Dr. Krapf, described the view as
follows:
"It appeared to be like a gigantic wall, on whose summit I observed
two immense towers or horns. These horns, which are at a short distance
from each other, give the mountain a grand and majestic appearance which
raised in my mind overwhelming feelings."
Many geographers claimed Krapf had been mistaken and it was not
until 1883 that he was vindicated when Joseph Thomson became the
second European traveller to see the peak.
The first serious attempt on the summit was made in 1893 by Professor
Gregory. After a considerable battle to find a way through the jungle and
swamps which protect the lower slopes, he eventually established a camp
at 15,000 feet. Gregory was accompanied up to this point by a Zanzibar!
porter by the name of Fundi Mabruk. Unfortunately, Fundi was overcome
by a combination of altitude sickness and inadequate equipment.
Gregory's comments read rather ouaintly in this day of the Race
Relations Act. "Fundi flatly refused to wear boots and leggings and also
declined to allow me to nail the soles of his feet. I think his hide would have
held them." Gregory tried to proceed alone but the difficulties proved too
great. On returning to his lower camp he then found that "his men were
suffering so severely from mountain sickness, haemorrhage of the lungs
and frostbite that I was bound to descend at once." Gregory was convinced
that the summit could be climbed and in a paper to the Alpine Club in
1894 he exhorted members to accept the challenge.
Halford Mackinder responded to Gregory's appeal and assembled a
party of 170 consisting of six Europeans, 66 Swahilis, 2 Masai guides and
the remainder, naked Wakikuyu near Nairobi in July, 1899. The
mountaineering expertise was provided by two guides from Cou'rmayeur,
stxiy-six
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Caesar Oilier and Joseph Brocherel. The battle to reach the mountain was
an epic in itself. Not only did they have to fight through dense jungle but
they were ambushed by a notorious slave raider, Wangombe. It was not
until September that they made a serious attempt on the summit. After one
failure they succeeded in getting high up on the South-East ridge of
Nelion which is the lower of the two main peaks. However, the next day
"after half an hour it became too steep to climb and we were obliged to
drop onto the hanging glacier to our left. To cut steps across this glacier
direct to the higher summit was the only way left to us." Even today this
traverse is rated as a serious undertaking and it was an outstanding piece
of climbing by Oilier and Brocherel. "Each step required thirty blows with
the axe and had we fallen we should have gone over an ice-cliff onto the
Darwin Glacier several hundred feet below." They reached the summit of
Batian too late to attempt a traverse of the Gate of the Mists to Nelion
and after a difficult descent eventually regained their camp at 10.20 p.m.
Until the arrival of Eric Shipton in Kenya in 1928, no one else had
succeeded in climbing Batian, while the summit of Nelion remained untrodden. Shipton managed to recruit the support of Wyn Harris and after
first attempting the North side, eventually managed to climb the SouthEast face and reach the summit of Nelion.
Shipton then became obsessed with climbing the West Ridge which is
undoubtedly the most obvious challenge of the mountain. He was fortunate in being able to recruit H. W. Tilman as a partner and after a
tremendous struggle they reached the summit of Batian in the late afternoon. They decided a bivouac was out of the question and after traversing
across to Nelion, descended the S.E. face in moonlight. This was an
exceptional climb by Shipton and by virtue of its length and situation
still ranks as a considerable achievement.
Both summits having been climbed, the scene was now set for the
filling in of detail. Arthur Firmin managed to make the first ascent of the
North face in 1944. They key pitch was the ascent of the "Firmin Tower"
which bars the exit from a large amphitheatre and involves the ascent of a
steep 120 foot groove.
The South and West faces were then climbed and a French party
managed a hard route on the North-East face. Other bits and pieces were
filled in, including two fine contributions on the South face by Rusty
Baillie. The big challenge that now remained was the Diamond Couloir, a
great ice gully which descends from the Gate of the Mists cutting the
South face in half. This was eventually done by Phil Snyder and lan
Howell and certainly ranks with any of the world's great ice climbs. The
mountain came to maturity with the Diamond Buttress route on the South
face and the Scott-Braithwaite route on the North face; two recent lines
in the modern idiom.
The unveiling of Mount Kenya should not allow the unwary to be
deceived about the seriousness of the climbing. Even the easiest routes
are graded IV sup and being situated on the equator, the days are short
sixty-eight
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and altitude is a serious problem. Because access is now easy it is possible
to be in the Teleki Hut near the foot of the South face at a height of
13,600 feet less than a day after leaving Nairobi. This can produce severe
shock on the system and pulmonary oedema is disturbingly common. Just
as the days are short, the nights are long and twelve-hour bivouacs at
16,000 feet tend to be rather cold.
As the mountain lies on the equator there are two climbing seasons.
January to March is the time of the year for climbing the various rock
routes on the South face as they are free from snow. From July to September the North face comes into condition as well as the ice routes on the
South face like the Diamond Couloir and the Ice Window route.
As far as the approach to the mountain is concerned, it is unmitigated
misery and is brilliantly described by Hugh Thomas in the Journal for
1969.
The great problem is the negotiation of the "vertical bog" which
although apparently a contradiction in terms is in fact a most apt
description.
The climbing itself is strenuous, the key pitches consisting of steep
cracks and walls which at 16,000 feet tilt alarmingly towards you. The
weather is also of tropical uncertainty and it is unnerving sitting on the
equator to be suddenly engulfed in snow.
However, the climbing is superb and there is a sense of isolation so
rarely found in today's mountaineering world. I will never forget sitting on
a ledge on the North face, looking out across the vast wastes of Somalia
and Ethiopia; the whole scene crystal dear in the moonlight. It is not
surprising that the Kikuyu believe that their God, Ngai, lives in the sky
but has temporary homes in earth, situated on mountains. Perhaps it is
apt to finish with a quote from Jomo Kenyatta:
"Before they parted, Ngai told Gikuyu that whenever he was in need
he should make a sacrifice and raise his hands towards Kere-Nyaga
(Mount Kenya) and the Lord of Nature would come to his assistance."

INJUSTICE
Tom Swallow

It was one of the perfect March mornings on the Ben. Dave was just in
front, moving with ease through the boggy sections of the path up from the
Golf Club. It was all so perfect there had to be something wrong. We had
even managed to leave early from Newtonmore and the sun was only just
catching the top of the North-East Buttress, revealing the sort of ideal
snow conditions which rarely coincide with a free weekend. The perfectness of it all was so corny the birds were singing in the still, clear air and
even the walk up seemed easy; at least, that is how we remember it.
seventy
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Five minutes ahead of us, two Scottish lads were forging on, having
gained those minutes by being quicker in donning boots and gear in the
car park. But in our early morning fuddle we dimly realised that this was
still a perfect day; for our intended route was an old rival, Point Five Gully
and the lads now in front had stated their intention was Zero Gully,
close by. So there was not even a race to be first to Point Five, to mar the
enjoyment of that steady plod.
After a quick break for crampons and 'Mars' bars at the C.I.C. hut,
we skirted beneath the Douglas Boulder at the foot of Tower Ridge and
moved up the snow-slope beneath Observatory Ridge.
Several parties based at the C.I.C. hut were already climbing, Away to
our left a party of three Englishmen were approaching the start to NorthEasl Buttress, which looked in fine condition. To the right, already high on
the easier section of Tower Ridge, an unroped party of three .could be
heard chatting happily, so quiet, was the air. Earlier we had spotted a pair
starting up Italian Climb, now invisible to us on the far, right-hand side of
Tower Ridge.
As we cramponed up the crisp, crevasse-free slope, the first cracks
started to appear in the faultless perfection of our day. Slowly we realised
that the two Scots lads in front were, after all their claims to the contrary,
aiming for Point Five Gully too. Their ruse had slowed our efforts to pass
them during the walk-in and had only become obvious when it was too late
to catch them. So, if we persisted with our long-awaited, fair-weather
attempt at Point Five, we were commited to some hours of being bombarded by icelumps from our friends above.
Even as these thoughts were percolating into our sweat-soaked heads,
the cracks in the excellence of our day yawned open. As we talked, I was
thinking vaguely that someone was fooling about with a whistle. Subconsciously I counted the blasts. Two or three just meant whoever was
using his emergency whistle was giving vent to high spirits, and one could
hardly blame him on a day like this was. However three grew to four and
five. As the sixth sounded, our heads snapped around in unison to look in
the direction from whence came this appeal for help.
High on Tower Ridge only two figures could be seen and there was no
sign of their third companion. Their shouted message sounded like:
"Accident. He's fallen down Italian Climb." The mountain seemed to
shrink as understanding grew. No longer was it a place to pursue a private
dream, alone in a frozen environment, quietly ignoring other climbers
trying to do the same. Now, within the next hour, the thinly-spun spidersweb of climbers, scattered across various routes on the highest peak in the
British Isles, would be drawn to a common point in the joint aim of offering
what help they could to the victim.
At least, most of them would. Ahead of us, our two Scotsmen, I will call
them George and lan for I never knew their names, were already descending
from the first pitch of Point Five. Its perfect ice now helped their speedy
seventy-one
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retreat to join the rescue, Dave used his experience of mountain rescue and
decided to descend to the C.I.C. hut to radio for help.
As he started down, he called across to the three lads on North-East
Buttress, who were still a long way below the start of their route. It was easy
enough to explain the situation to them and to ask for them to come over
and help in carrying down a certainly injured climber. It was equally easy
for them to say: "No. We will not help. We have waited for years to be
here in such good conditions and are not going to miss our chance."
As events turned out at the end of this imperfect day, their refusal to
help did not adversely affect the outcome of the rescue. Only a cruel twist
of fate later that same week, should have given them cause then to be
conscience stricken, though the gamble they took on this day would have
been cause enough.
Dave quickly disappeared down behind the Douglas Boulder, heading
for the C.I.C. hut. I climbed up to the Douglas Gap and started to descend
the frozen neve on the other side. There were no steps from the previous
day, and the snow was hard. I was impatient to be down and find the
injured climber, but this was not a place to hurry in solo descent.
At last I emerged from the gully onto a steep snowfield under the West
Face of Tower Ridge, and paused to look for him.
Twenty feet out from the rocks beneath Italian Climb, a red line began.
It led downwards across the snowfield to the start of the rocky chasm
which leads down to the C.I.C. hut. Poised on a hummock above the
chasm, was a contorted figure, face down in the snow.
Foolishly I tried to hurry towards the spot, forgetting the steepness of
the ground. After three steps I tripped over a crampon and started to
slide. There was only minor panic at first, for the slope was long and my
ice-axe well practiced. However, my first attempt to self-arrest met with
failure as the axe was wrenched from my hands by the hard snow. Luckily
the wrist-loop stayed on my wrist and the axe bounced along behind and
above me as I slid towards the chasm. Thus allowed a second chance, I was
able to pull the axe towards me and made no mistake the second time. My
thanks go to the patient instructors at Glenmore Lodge who had insisted
that we practice self-arrest during one particularly foul day in the
Cairngorms.
Rather more cautiously, I climbed up and across to the shape of a fit
and well-equipped 19-year-old youth from the Scottish Central Lowlands.
He was unconscious and his injuries were as comprehensive as might be
expected following a 950 feet fall from Tower Ridge. Let us spare the
reader the details of subsequent first aid attempts, and their hopelessness,
but merely dwell on the small lesson to be learnt. His helmet was loose and
had slipped backwards off his head; it it possible that a properly fastened
chin-strap could have reduced the severity of his head injuries.
Dave soon arrived with, surprisingly, an English mountain rescue team
who had been practising in the area and had heard his radio message.
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There was little that could be done for the lad, even George and lan
agreed with that. Quite quickly, nearly 30 climbers gathered helplessly
around, having abandoned their days sport to help one of their number.
Several people donated gear to try and keep him warm until the helicopter
arrived. They probably regretted so doing, for when the helicopter at rived
after an hour, the still dry air was whipped into a freezing fury of ice
particles. The helicopter hovered miraculously above, briefly lowered a
doctor who confirmed that he could do nothing to help at this stage and as
briefly drew him back into the helicopter with his still unconscious
patient.
As the roar of the helicopter turbines faded away and the ice-storm
subsided, the climbers dispersed into the still perfect day. I was left to
collect the remains of my gear and the equipment of the injured climber
which had not gone up with the "chopper". We had to fashion new straps
for his climbing-sac using tape slings. The original straps had been cut
away to help remove the sac from his twisted back. His equipment was
good. This was obviously an experienced mountaineer. His two friends
arrived down having descended Tower Ridge in a shocked state. They
described how they had been moving well and unroped on easy ground on
the Ridge. Their friend, a little ahead, had spotted two other friends
climbing on Italian climb, beneath and to the right of them. As he called a
greeting he moved off the ridge into a short snowfield, to gain a better
view. He tripped over his crampons, slid only IS feet without being able to
self-arrest, and disappeared ovsr the edge.
We knew he had been well equipped because we were now forced to
climb using his equipment. Our own was either in the helicopter or down
at the C.I.C. hut where Dave had left it to save weight and time in the
rescue attempt.
I didn't want to climb any more that day, but it seemed necessary so to
do. Just as when you fall off a bicycle while learning, it is important to
climb back on again immediately afterwards, in order to regain your nerve,
so it was with this cracked, imperfect day.
I didn't enjoy Green Gully; I do remember that. The ice was good and
the borrowed equipment sound, but my heart was not in it. At about the
time we were on the last pitch, we learned later, the youth whose gear we
were using, succumbed to his injuries in hospital, without regaining
consciousness. We left all his gear in Fort William police station that night.
I kept a slab of jelly which must have been his emergency rations; I never
did bring myself to eat it.
George and lan went home without doing anything that day. Two days
later George returned with another partner, as lan had to go back to work.
There was a thaw and conditions were not perfect, but they did manage to
climb Point Five Gully. At the top as they unroped, the cornice broke and
George's new partner was swept to his death.
If George had refused to assist in the rescue, as our three friends on
North-East Buttress had, he would doubtless have climbed Point Five
sevenly-lhree
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Gully on that perfect day. He would probably not have bothered to climb
in the less than perfect conditions two days later.

It seems there is no justice in the world.

SPRING SCOTTISH MEET
26th MAY 2nd JUNE, 1979
John Brown

KINLOCHEWE was found to have changed little in the 6 or so years since our
last Meet there. The thirteen members who attended found it an attractive
centre for exploring BEINN EIGHE, THE TORRIDONS and THE LETTEREWE
and COULIN forests, areas, which offer scope for further visits as not even
the M.A.M. could be expected to exhaust the possibilities in two Meets.
After 700 odd miles of motoring the usual "easy" first day was agreed
a pleasant walk to the north side of LOCH MAREE and into GLEANN
BIANASDAIL. Very pleasant it was too, but of course having got into the
glen it didn't stop at that! Most of the party found themselves following
the President and Janet to the summit of SLIOCH. A steady ascent from our
lunch spot in the glen brought us into the apparently unnamed (though it
deserves one) coire contained by SGURR DUBH, SLIOCH and SGURR AN
TUILL BHAIN, from the head of which an easy gully took us to the summit
ridge. The descent was over SGURR DUBH, whence a route was found down
to the coire. The five mile walk back from the foot of the mountain upgraded the day from "easy" to a "full-stretch" and highly enjoyable
curtain-raiser.
Following days found parties traversing BEINN ALLIGIN (it is rumoured
there was a difference of opinion between our President and Poucher as to
which is the R. bank of a burnt!), BEINN DAMPH, BEINN EIGHE in sections
and in toto, and the traverse of LIATHACH by Stan and Janet. On the last
day a small party joined Malveen Maddocks, and ascended to the COIR'
AN LAOIGH, whence she was evacuated by helicopter some years ago,
continued on to the BEINN EIGHE ridge and enabled her to complete the
pieviously interrupted traverse to the highest of the 5 summits, RUADHSTAC MHOR. Descent was by a steep snow and scree filled gully into COIRE
MHIC FHEARCHAR, impressive for its remoteness and the magnificent views
of the triple buttress of SAIL MHOR. in the evening sunshine.
Unlike the Arran heatwave of last year, the weather was far from
settled and we therefore had opportunities (excuses if you like) to visit
SHEILDAIG, APPLECROSS, iNVEREWE, and the sporting and attractive seaside golf course at GAIRLOCH.
wnii\ -four
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OBITUARIES

THOMAS K. BECK
Though Kirn Beck was not an Original Member of the M.A.M. he was on
the Committee of the Association from as early as 1931, and was thenceforward actively involved in most of its indoor and outdoor activities. His
was a most lovable personality and there was no better companion for a
mountain day. A good all-round mountaineer, his mountain interests were
not confined to rock and ice alone but extended to the flowers and birds of
the region, and on one climbing holiday in SkyewithRay Turner he observed
53 different species of birds. For many years Kim acted as projectionist at
all M.A.M. lectures. He was a gifted artist, and his exquisitely detailed
scraper-board pictures appeared in many publications; The Mountaineers'
Weekend Book (1951) is still treasured by its possessors for his delightful
illustrations. To Kim, too, the Association owes its Badge, which he
designed from an idea by George Lister in 1932. He also designed the
book plate used in our library books.
In 1952 Kim's many services to the M.A.M. were recognised when he
was made an Honorary Member. Those of us who have often enjoyed his
company on the hills must lament his passing, but we shall always remember the personality, perhaps to be described as a "twinkling serenity",
that added pleasure to so many of our mountain days.
S.S.
Thomas K. Beck Kim to his many friends joined the M A M in
1924 54 years ago and at the time of his death on September 21st,
1978 at the age of 78, was one of only six remaining enthusiasts who helped
in the early days to lay the foundations of our Association.
Within a short time of joining he accepted the often thankless and
sometimes frustrating office of Projectionist, working at that time with
carbon-arc illumination and large, double-glass slides.
With scarcely a break, he served in this capacity for what must be a
record span of 43 years. He also served on the Committee for several years
but his lasting memorial in the Association must surely be his delightful and highly professional drawings which graced every MAM
Journal since the first one in 1933.
Not only did he create the now so familiar scene of two climbers
against the background of M A M peaks to form our Association
emblem but he also drew countless mountain and valley scenes, pictures of
climbers, birds and flowers to illustrate such books as Showell Style's
"Mountaineers" Weekend Book".
His skill as an artist however extended into many other fields and one
which gave delight to some of his closest friends was his ability as a
pictorial cartoonist which coupled with his keen and penetrating sense of
\c\cin\-five
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humour, enabled him to produce in a brief space of time an often hilarious
portrait, incident or caption which never failed to amuse.
It was his love of the hills, his skill, resourcefulness and endurance as
a mountaineer that will be remembered by the older members. A
competent rock climber and leader, he often combined his climbs with a
strenuous approach over neighbouring mountains and as a member of the
Rucksack Club and inspired by their comprehensive list of summits over
2,500 feet, he succeeded in completing all the 25's in England and Wales
as well as many 'Munros' 3,000-footers in Scotland.
He led numerous climbs in North Wales and the Lake District, joined
many of the early MAM meets both in Britain and abroad as well as taking
part in several two-man expeditions in the Alps.
Quiet and reserved he combined with a simple modesty a high degree
of confidence, ability and courage and an example of these qualities is
well illustrated by recounting an incident in the Swiss Alps in 1930.
Whilst climbing Guideless with one other at about 9,000 feet and near
the top of a long and steep rock arete, his companion was struck by a
falling rock which crushed his left hand and leg and rendered movement
impossible.
After rendering what first-aid was possible and faced with a descent of
several thousand feet of steep rock alone, Kim set off to get help.
He succeeded in making the descent with such speed and skill, that he
was able to get a party of guides quickly on the rescue climb, reaching the
injured man in less than nine hours from the time of the accident and so
able to bring him down before nightfall, which undoubtedly saved his life.
Happily neither Kim or his friend lost any of their love of mountains
as a result of the accident and within a few short years, were climbing
together again in the Alps and elsewhere!
In regard to Kirn's feeling for the hills, it extended far beyond their
physical form and challenges; he deeply enjoyed and responded to their
every aspect of natural and aesthetic beauty so that his companionship
there was a constant joy and continued so to the end ...
He will be remembered with deep affection and regard and will be
sorely missed by all who knew him.
R.G.T.

PETER ROBINSON
Albert Henry always known as Peter was brought up to love the
hills. A Mancunian, educated at Manchester Grammar School, he
attended a school camp at the age of 9, and was there introduced to a wide
range of activities designed to create an appreciation of the hills as a way
of life. Peter accepted the introduction and the pleasure lasted throughout
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his life. Perhaps it was the enjoyment he found in this way that made him
critical of the Outward Bound approach of the 1950s and if Peter was
critical he did not conceal the fact.
Peter entered the family removal business after leaving school. Horses
were being replaced by steam and later by internal combustion but
Peter had to learn all about the business, and he never forgot the stables!
The business expanded and when the firm built a warehouse in
Birmingham Peter took over the branch. He still retained connections
with mountaineering friends in Manchester, but of necessity activities were
limited to holidays. On one of these he visited the C.H.A. centre in
Eskdale, where Madge Moss was hostess and Madge became his wife.
The Association was still young when Peter joined but he entered into
its activities with his usual vigour, and was an active member in pre-war
years. Even then there was discussion about a hut, and Peter was an
enthusiastic supporter.
The war years blanketed the project but in 1945, when Glan Dena
became a possibility, the enthusiasm revived. Peter's unique situation with
transport was invaluable in the period of conversion.
In the immediate .post-war years he was anxious to rebuild the pre-war
traditions dinners and Alpine meets. His drive led to the first post-war
dinner at the Midland Hotel, and he enjoyed the Austria meet in 1951.
Perhaps it is worth mentioning his role at the Ramolhaus Hutte, where he
dispensed cheer to weary and dispirited members who had arrived late in
a violent storm and found the hut already overcrowded. Bacchus like, he
sat at the head of a table dispensing wine and water assuring all "Quite
harmless my dear. The alcohol purifies the water". It was a remarkably
cheerful party that eventually retired and next day enjoyed some good
climbing.
Peter was a strong character. Physically a big man he ordered an
extra long bunk for himself at Glan Dena he enjoyed the challenge of a
hard day on the hills. He also had very positive ideas on his contribution to
society. If help was needed and he could supply it, be it to individuals or
organisations, help would be given and it would be full and unstinted. If
however, he believed a course of action to be misguided or misplaced he
could be outspoken. This created problems for him, particularly in the
war years. The problems he accepted he retained his independence of
thought.
Peter had a tremendous regard for the Association. His interest was
real and if a project had his support he would be fully involved. If he
disagreed with a policy, alternatives would be offered with his usual
vigour. He was enthusiastic for a second hut and was active in searching
for something in the Lakes, even though he had his own comforts well
provided in his van. In time of emergency his help was immediate. When
gales damaged Glan Dena, Robinsons Transport was made available for
prompt action.
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Peter saw the Association grow and took pleasure in that growth. He
was a staunch Methodist, and, of him it could be quoted:
'I will lift up my eyes to the hills, from whence doth come my strength'.
Peter had the strength, and the sincerity, and thoroughly enjoyed the
Association of Mountaineers.
R.A.D.
CLIFFORD SLADE

Although Cliff Slade's membership of the M.A.M. dates only from 1969
his association with N. Wales and Glan Dena goes much further back than
that. He was a friend of Wynn Owen, one of the quite early members, and
spent some enjoyable holidays at Glan Dena with him before becoming a
member of M.A.M. himself. He used to talk of cycling to N. Wales from
Plymouth (his home town) with a party in his young days. He spent five
years in N. Wales during the war and became familiar with the mountains
during that time. Cliff was more a walker than a climber. To him Pen-yroleu-Wen and along the top of the Carnedds was ideal. Crib Goch was a
favourite as with many others of course. He was a good "housemaid" at
"The Hut" and said "I think one should try and leave it a little better than
one finds it."
Cliff died on August 10th, 1978 following an operation which revealed
trouble which was quite unsuspected. He would have been 67 years of age
about a month later.
R.T.B.

VICTOR SLATOR
Vie Slator was killed at the age of 36 on the 15th April, 1978 in an abseiling
accident on Raven Crag, Langdale. The accident brought to an end a very
comprehensive mountaineering career.
Vie started climbing when he came up to the University of Birmingham
and subsequently joined the Stoats. During this time at University he
climbed at the V.Diff, and Severe grades. He graduated in 1963 and
commenced his career in Civil Engineering with Sir M. MacDonald &
Partners in London. The following year saw Vie leaving for Africa to work
on the Rahed irrigation project in the Sudan.
On returning from the Sudan, Vie spent some months in Inverness
where he not only gained a blue Renault 4, suitably registered 'ASO', but
also a liking for the bolder, Scottish approach to leading rock climbs. 1
first met Vie at this time when he had just successfully led Aquilla on
Craig-y-Llyn. This sustained VS marked the start of a period of harder
rock climbing. Over the next 5 years a large number of hard routes in
ftvenfy-ciyht
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Wales and the Lake District were conquered. These included Red Slab and
Llithrig on Cloggy, Gogarth and Dream of White Horses in Anglesey,
Cenotaph Corner and the Mole in Llanberis Pass, Overhanging Bastion on
Castle Rock of Triermain and many many more. On rock Vie will be best
remembered for his confident leads of long, hard, thin slab pitches.
A number of summer vacations were spent in the Alps. One of the first
of these visits was in 1964 when, with Dick Vernon, such routes as the
Charmoz-Grepon Traverse and the North-West Ridge of the Aiguille de
Blaitiere were ascended. An excellent season was in 1969 when the Old
Brenva route was conquered.
The confirmed bachelor image that Vie conveyed in those days was.
promptly eroded in 1969 when he met Stoats' fresher Fiona Green.
Fiona, already a keen climber in her own right, was an ideal partner for
Vie both in and out of the mountains.
A return to academic life was made in 1970-71 to gain a Masters
Degree in Engineering Hydrology from Imperial College, London. This
was a qualification he believed would be a useful aid to future foreign
travels.
When Fiona graduated in 1972 they married and the next year they
departed for New Zealand. Initially they settled in Wellington. Whilst in
the North Island the following mountain areas were visited Ruapehu,
Mount Egmont, the Godley Valley, the Nelson Lakes and the Tararuas.
During 1975 Vie and Fiona moved to Dunedin in the South Island. From
this base climbing was undertaken in the Mount Cook, Mount Aspiring,
and Fijordland areas. Vie was an active member of the local cliff-rescue
team and the New Zealand Alpine Club. In the South Island he added
another dimension to mountaineering when, together with Fiona, he took
up skiing.
In 1977 Vie and Fiona returned to Britain for an extended holiday
whilst reassessing Britain with a view to returning permanently. For a year
they alternated working and playing hard with a cycling holiday in
Yorkshire, a climbing and back packing trip to Torridon and the NorthWest Highlands, a cultural week at the Edinburgh Festival, a skiing
holiday in Spain and, only a fortnight before his death, another skiing
trip, this time to Switzeiiand. They decided not to return to New Zealand,
but to stay in Britain, and Vie consequently accepted the offer of a lectureship in Civil Engineering at Teeside Polytechnic.
I am sure all those who have enjoyed Vic's excellent company in the
mountains and his inimitable character in the huts and pubs will miss him
greatly and I feel the whole Association will wish to join me in extending
their sympathy to Fiona in her loss.
P.D.
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